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ABSTRACT 

Cooperative distributed systems (CDS) approach is a promising design paradigm 

that is suitable for many applications such as healthcare, virtual enterprises, e-

business and tele-learning in which entities have some degree of authority to 

sharing their capabilities. Brokering is a capability-based coordination approach 

for CDS. A major challenge of brokering in open environments is to support 

privacy. Within the context of brokering, we model privacy in terms of the 

entities’ ability to hide or reveal information related to its identities, requests, 

and/or capabilities. In this work we present in-depth analysis of the capability-

based coordination and propose a privacy-based brokering framework and 

interaction protocols that support different privacy degrees. Unlike traditional 

approaches, the brokering is viewed as a set of services in which the brokering 

role is further classified into several sub-roles each with a specific architecture 

and interaction protocol that is appropriate to support a required privacy degree. A 

formal specification of the privacy-based brokering protocols is represented using 

an Input/Output Automata model. To put the formulation in practice, a prototype 

of the proposed architecture has been implemented to support information-

gathering capabilities in healthcare environments. 

 

Keywords:  
Cooperative Distributed Systems, Capability, Brokering, Interdependency, Coordination, 
Privacy, Agent Technology, Input-Output Automata. 
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 َقاُلوْا ُسْبَحاَنَك َال ِعْلَم َلَنا ِإالَّ َما َعلَّْمَتَنا ِإنََّك َأنَت اْلَعِليُم اْلَحِكيُم

In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most merciful 

“They said: Be glorified! We have no knowledge saving that which Thou 

hast taught us. Lo! Thou, only Thou, art the Knower, the Wise” 

(The Noble Quran 2:32) 

 

 

 

ولو زيد آذا, لو ُغّير هذا لكان أحسن  ”اني رأيت أنه اليكتب إنسان آتابآ في يومه إال قال في غده :

 وهو دليل, العبر  أعظموهذا من. ولو ُترك هذا لكان أجمل, ولو ُقدِّم هذا لكان أفضل. لكان ُيستحسن

“ لى جملة البشر على استيالء النقص ع  

)العماداالصفهاني(  

“I have found that, whenever one commits his thoughts on a paper or a book, 

doubt invariably sets in. One thinks: If I were to make an addition, it would become 

clearer; if I were to remove such-and-such a part, it would become more elegant; if I 

were to rearrange these sections, it would become prettier. Therein lies a profound 

lesson; for it is an indication of the imperfection that permeates the actions of all human 

beings”.  

 (Al-Emad Al-Asfahani, Islamic philosopher) 
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Chapter 1  

INTRODUCTION 

An important class of distributed systems is Cooperative Distributed Systems (CDS), in 

which entities are able to exercise some degree of authority in sharing their capabilities. 

This characteristic is very desirable in designing systems for many applications, such as 

electronic business, enterprise integration, manufacturing engineering and virtual 

environments. In such environments, an application is usually constituted of 

geographically distributed and decentralized entities. Entities in this paradigm are 

expected to collaborate and work together to achieve their goals. To enable successful 

collaboration, the need of coordination and cooperation approaches is an essential 

necessity. However, a major challenge of coordination in open environments is to enable 

cooperation under a desired level of privacy protection. This chapter provides an 

overview of cooperative distributed systems and introduces issues addressed in this 

dissertation with emphasis on capability-based coordination as brokering services.  

1.1. Cooperative Distributed Systems - CDS 

A distributed system consists of a collection of different entities (such as processes, 

components, databases, knowledge-base, and so on.) that can perform some functions 

independently. An important class of these systems is Cooperative Distributed Systems 

(CDS), in which the entities are able to exercise some degree of authority in sharing their 

capabilities. 

Due to the distributed nature of applications based on the CDS approach, an entity may 

not be available or known when needed. Although these systems are independently 

created and administered, they usually need to work together to accomplish individual or 

social tasks. Nevertheless, in open environments, this becomes a challenge where it is no 
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longer feasible to expect designers or users to hardcode, to determine or to keep track of 

the entities and their capabilities.  

In order to provide agile coordination solutions for the growing complexity of 

contemporary CDS to share information and capabilities, new coordination approaches 

and architectures need to be explored and developed.  

1.2. Capability-Based Coordination: A Motivation 

In developing CDS in open environments, coordination is a major challenge. Entities 

need to locate and interact with others who posses the capabilities to achieve a particular 

goal. For distributed systems, fulfilling a request may go beyond the capability of the 

individual entities, this is known as the capability-interdependency problem [32].  

In the conventional point-to-point interaction configuration, entities interact directly with 

each other to provide controlled and directed coordination. However, this configuration is 

both inflexible and computationally expensive. For instance, there is no separation of 

concerns between computation and coordination. The absence of a separate medium that 

deals exclusively with the coordination aspects in the system means that the entities, in 

addition to other computational activities, have to carry out the “interaction work” 

themselves to satisfy common or local tasks. 

As an alternative, the capability-based coordination approach can be a very effective 

medium for interaction and coordination. In this approach, the entities need not to be 

concerned with how the interaction is performed or done. The essential objectives of 

capability-based coordination solutions are to facilitate the interaction of various entities 

who continue to operate in open distributed environment and compete to deliver value-

rich services.  

Brokering is a capability-based coordination which is viewed as an abstraction level at 

which a distributed system environment can be viewed collectively as a coherent 

universe. Furthermore, such coordination gives a new dimension of communicating 

where the involved entities are not required to be known to each other, nor exist in the 

same place at the same time in order to communicate which relieve the them of the 

burden of having to handle the coordination concerns, thus providing them with more 
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space and time for other computational activities to improve their profitability and gain a 

competitive advantages.  

Within this context we define brokering for CDS as: “A capability-based coordination 

service that provides coordination solutions to a variety of participants in open 

distributed environments”.  

In capability-based coordination, participants can be distinguished by the role they play 

(for example, a service requester or a provider). Providers specify services they provide 

in capabilities. For example, a service that provides weather forecasting is an example of 

a capability. Capabilities are often accompanied by services parameters, which specify 

the conditions under which services are offered such as cost and quality. Requesters 

specify services they need in requests. Requests can be accompanied by preferences, 

which are counterparts of service parameters. 

The capacity to coordinate the entities’ behavior coupled with the possibility to control 

different levels of privacy upon the operations they perform is vital. The privacy concerns 

over the inappropriate use of the CDS resources such as information and services make it 

hard to successfully take advantage of the gains from sharing, utilizing or accessing the 

capabilities of these systems. Entities prefer to have authority on controlling the 

collection, retention and the distribution of information about themselves in such 

environments. This restricts the willingness of CDS entities to share their capabilities and 

consequently, distributed systems architects, developers and administrators are faced with 

the challenge of securing the desired privacy levels. 

Thus motivated, the scope of this research focuses on incorporating capability-based 

coordination solutions, emphasizing on developing a framework that defines an 

appropriate coordination structure and mechanisms that imply various requirements and 

protocols for interoperability and interaction to suit desired levels of privacy.  

In order to develop a privacy-based brokering framework, we provide thorough analysis 

and define the structure that represents the patterns of communication amongst involved 

participants. Then we propose the interaction protocols and the mechanisms of the 

coordinated control to support various levels of privacy.   
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To provide deep understanding and formal treatment of the coordination activities, we 

propose a formal model to describe and represent each privacy-based interaction 

protocol. Furthermore, these protocols are analyzed and consequently we provide a 

detailed design and implementation guidelines for a privacy-based brokering model.  

Different approaches have been proposed to facilitate capability-based coordination in 

CDS to deal with relevant privacy issues. However; to our knowledge, none of these 

approaches have treated privacy as an architectural property of the CDS. 

1.3. Privacy in Cooperative Distributed Systems  

With the rapidly growing development of applications, user’s privacy is becoming a 

critical issue.  As a result, distributed systems architects, developers and administrators 

are faced with the challenge of securing the user’s privacy as well as the services he or 

she might access. In general, users and service providers are concerned about their 

personal privacy from different perspectives. For example, they may wish to protect their 

identities from being used, or decide by whom they will be revealed, and for what 

purposes, or retain the choice about whether or not to reveal their personal interests or 

capabilities.  

There are numerous privacy risks that create many threats to personal privacy and raise 

unique privacy concerns in developing CDS, for example identity theft is now becoming 

an industry in its own right, with massive acquisition of personal data sufficient to do 

serious damage on a large scale. The dissemination of sensitive information is 

particularly offensive as a violation of privacy, and dealing with it can be enormously 

time consuming. Target marketing can turn into spamming, service customization can 

turn into unfair price discrimination, hackers and insiders can cause systemic denial of 

access to targeted individuals, and so on. For these and other reasons, many people 

provide false identity. On the other hand, providers desire to share capabilities and 

provide services in a manner that does not violate their privacy. In many settings, service 

providers need to be guarded and prevented from damages resulted form malicious 

entities and accordingly need to effectively manage and prevent any abuse of the services 

they provide. 
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With growing concern about privacy in distributed environments, considerable research 

has been conducted focusing on various aspects. Solutions and models put forth by this 

research address specific challenges of the problem. However, within the context of 

brokering for CDS we view Privacy as “the ability of CDS entities to decide upon 

revealing or hiding information related to their identities, requests and capabilities in 

open distributed environments”.  

1.4. Contribution 

A major contribution of this work is to define a generic architecture of the brokering 

interaction protocols that are appropriate to different privacy degrees. It demonstrates 

how brokering can be used to provide capability-based coordination solutions, 

particularly to different levels of privacy protection. The work introduces several new 

original ideas that contribute to the overall thesis. They are: 

 Brokering Architecture, that enables cooperation under a desired level of privacy 

protection in CDS.  

 Defining Brokering, as a capability-based coordination solution for the 

interdependency problem. 

 Defining Privacy, within the context of brokering and is viewed as an architectural 

element of the coordination. 

 Interaction Protocols, that provides the structure and the suitable mechanisms for 

capability-based coordination.  

 Formal Structure, for capturing, describing and representing the privacy-based 

interaction protocols. 

 Design and Implementation, guidelines that provide a prominent tool for developers, 

architects and system designers to develop privacy based CDS applications.   

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 will further elaborate on these concepts. 

1.5. Organization of the Thesis 

This chapter has provided an overview of the entire thesis, which is structured as follows: 
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Chapter 1: Literature Review. This chapter provides a fundamental literature 

review to the most relevant works; the review is based on exploring the different 

approaches that have been proposed in the field to deal with brokering and 

privacy. This chapter reviews the literature relevant to the thesis. It begins with a 

general overview of coordination in distributed systems, and then focuses more 

closely on the two areas directly related to the thesis: capability-based 

coordination approaches and privacy. 

Chapter 3: Privacy-Based Brokering Framework. This chapter represents our 

view of modeling the cooperative distributed systems and represents the privacy-

based brokering framework. The chapter also defines formal specifications and 

representation for the proposed privacy-based protocols. 

Chapter 4: Design and Implementation.  Introduces an agent privacy-based 

brokering architecture and illustrates the detailed design and implementation 

guidelines of the proposed model.  

Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusion. The final chapter of the thesis discusses 

the conclusions about the research described throughout the dissertation, and 

recapitulates the contributions, limitation and presents proposals and directions 

for future work. 
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Chapter 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter provides a literature review of integration solutions in cooperative 

distributed systems with special focus on capability-based coordination approaches that 

deal with privacy concerns in open environments. In this chapter we survey some of the 

existing approaches that deal with the coordination solutions and the protection of the 

privacy attributes of CDS entities. 

2.1. Capability-Based Coordination Techniques and Approaches 

The coordination activities within and across distributed systems can be performed by a 

different coordination structures and mechanisms that imply various requirements and 

protocols for interoperability and interaction. The structure refers to the patterns of 

communication amongst involved participants (for example, brokering, matchmaking or 

facilitation). The mechanisms define the coordinated control and the interaction 

protocols. The mediator-based approaches [96] provide dynamic solutions for 

coordination in which the focus is on developing software modules that perform value-

added activities but keep the information model hidden. Examples include MOMIS [7] 

and OBSERVER [59].  The information entity (mediator) provides integrated access to 

various types of heterogeneous information sources and controls the coordination 

according to the following pattern: (i) the mediator receives, collects and forwards user 

requests; (ii) locate and direct user’s request to the appropriate information provides 

results to the receiver’s request, and (iii) collects query results and delivers an integrated 

response to the user [33].  
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2.1.1. Broker-based Approaches 

In the broker-based approaches, all the communication between paired participants has to 

go through an intermediary entity (usually called, a broker) [26][43]. The broker controls 

all the coordination activities between requesters and providers. The broker interaction 

pattern involves contacting providers who might have the capability to serve a particular 

request. The interaction might involve indifferent mechanisms to facilitate the 

coordination such as negotiation, contract nets and auction protocols. The Broker 

insulates requesters and provider and thus protects the provider from hostile or unruly 

requesters. Examples of broker-based systems include MACRON [44] and NZDIS [76]. 

In MACRON, the architecture does not preclude providers’ privacy attributes from being 

exposed to other agents in the environment. On the other hand, requesters are required to 

reveal their privacy attributes to their relevant agent (called query manger, QM) when 

submitting their queries.  

The NZDIS (New Zealand distributed information system), introduces a capability-based 

coordination approach for integrating distributed information systems. The architecture 

comprises the same pattern of the broker-based approach. Recent approaches distinguish 

a resource brokering architecture that manages the scheduling of different tasks on a 

large-scale grid [21][11][47]. The proposed architectures utilize the broker-based 

approach in which a brokering entity allocates requesters’ tasks to different distributed 

resources. The Grid Service Broker [93] focuses on developing matchmaking solutions 

for computational and data-grid applications to provide interoperability and accessibility 

means to distributed resources from different grids. Other approach emphasizes on 

locating capabilities by obtaining some form of quality-of-service (QoS) offers from 

different resources, so that offers from providers may be distinguished based on the level 

of the provided quality [104].  

Other frameworks utilize the broker-based architecture [30][60] [39][45][64] to deal with 

capability-based coordination for Web services [95]. These approaches provide protocols 

that coordinate the actions of distributed applications and enable existing transaction 

processing, workflow, and other systems for coordination to hide their proprietary 
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protocols and to operate in a heterogeneous environment. Examples of these approaches 

are, IRS-II [63], IRS-III [51] and Agent-based semantic Web Services [65][67] [72].  

2.1.2. Matchmaker-based Approaches 

In the matchmaker-based approaches, an intermediary entity coordinates the activities by 

identifying the relevant provider(s) for the requester. The interaction pattern involves 

matching given requests with appropriate capabilities offered by available providers. The 

matchmaker identifies and proposes a set of potential providers to the requester. The 

requester contacts the proposed providers and accordingly carries out any further 

interaction. [89][55]. In contrast with the broker-based approaches, all interactions are 

undertaken between the requester and the provider directly. Examples of matchmaker-

based systems include InfoSleuth [97], RETSINA [88], DECAF [36], IMPACT [5] and 

COINS [49].  

2.1.3. Facilitator-based Approaches 

The facilitator-based [15] approaches extend the functionality of the mediator 

architecture with automatic resource identification and data conversion. This level of 

automation requires all attribute information to be presented and revealed to the 

facilitator. The Infomaster [29] is an information integration system that utilizes this 

approach.  

2.1.4. Distributed Databases 

Approaches for interoperability across information systems were proposed in the context 

of database management systems. Global and federated approaches have been proposed 

for achieving coordination between distributed databases based on the overall system at 

the architecture level. In the former, all the local schemata may be integrated into a single 

global schema that represents all the databases in the entire distributed system [84]. Some 

of the information integration approaches include TSIMMIS [13] and TAMBIS [73]. 

Both of these systems are domain-specific (static data bioinformatics) and query-centric 

federated systems based on three layers of mediators and wrappers. Both systems assume 

that information about the sources is available a priori.  
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2.1.5. Standards, Platforms and Specifications 

The FIPA agent software integration specification defines how software resources can be 

described, shared and dynamically controlled in an agent community [25]. It includes 

agent wrappers for software services and an agent resource broker (ARB) service. 

Wrappers are agents that interface non agent-based software with agent-based systems. 

An Agent Resource Broker (ARB) allows advertisement in the agent domain and 

management of their use by other agents, such as the negotiation of parameters (e.g. cost 

and priority), authentication and permission.  

Within the industry arena, there are a number of standards and platforms, which have 

gained a wide acceptance. Their main purpose is to provide infrastructure tools, platforms 

and frameworks, to facilitate capability-based coordination at the technology level by 

allowing different entities to easily communicate with each other to exploit different 

capabilities.  

Some of the well-known standards and platforms include the Object Management 

Group’s CORBA (Common Object Requester Broker Architecture) [69] and JINI [87].  

CORBA allows distributed objects to communicate with each other. The interface of the 

distributed objects is described in a special language, the Interface Definition Language 

(IDL). Each object that needs a service must access the service using the object request 

broker (ORB). Locating services (objects) is accomplished through two CORBA 

services: naming service, in which objects are discovered based on their names and trader 

services, in which objects are discovered based on their capabilities. Objects need to 

register their presence (object references and capabilities) with ORB.  

JINI is a Java-based platform for service discovery. The main components of a JINI 

system are Services, Clients and Lookup Services. A service registers a “service proxy” 

with the Lookup Service and clients requesting services get a handle to the “service 

proxy” from the Lookup Service. 

Several available commercial products enable coordination at the at the technology level. 

The concern is to provide tools to provide a uniform means for distributed application to 

interact and use the technological capabilities to produce a desired functionality, some of 
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these products include: Mercator Enterprise Broker [91], NEON eBusiness Integration 

Servers [66], SeeBeyond EBusiness Integration Suite [82], Actional Control Broker [1] 

and CrossWorlds [19]. These industrial approaches are built primarily on messaging 

middleware technology that provides capability-based coordination based on pre-built 

application adapters, and bi-directional connectivity to multiple applications. The 

middleware receives requests and identifies the target sources.  

2.1.6. The Service-Oriented Semantic Driven Architecture (SOSDA) 

The Service-Oriented Semantic Driven Architecture (SOSDA) has proposed integration 

architecture for CDS [31]. The SOSDA specifications provide the abstraction to support 

the domain entities and applications independent of any specific technology. 

Within this architecture CDS is viewed as a service-oriented environment in which the 

overall connectivity of the system supports a “virtual” point-to-point integration 

mechanism as shown in Figure 1.  SOSDA defines various services and the primary ways 

in which they interact to support integration.   

 
Figure 1: SOSDA as a Layered Architecture  

Basically, services in SOSDA are classified into three family-of-services (FOS): (1) 

Coordination & Cooperation, (2) Ontology & Semantic Integration and (3) Wrapping 

services. The work presented in this dissertation deals with the brokering as part of the 

coordination and cooperation FOS which provides ad hoc or automated support for 

capability-based coordination.  
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In summary, the objective of the approaches described above was based on extending the 

capability of a specific class of distributed systems by developing auxiliary tools that 

facilitate coordination as an aspect of cooperation.  

This work addresses the capability-dependency problem and proposes a capability-based 

coordination framework that provides coordinated access to a collection of different 

domain entities in open environments. Form the coordination point of view the work 

focuses on the following issues: 

1. Interaction Protocols (IPs) 

◙ It is assumed that the environment has the dynamic nature where entities 

have to accomplish their tasks utilizing an appropriate interaction 

mechanism.  

2. Formulation and Representation 

◙ The description of the privacy-based protocols should adhere to a formal 

representation. A set of specifications for realizing that model need to be 

presented. The specifications provide prominent foundation for 

developers, architects and system designers to develop applications that 

provide capability-based coordination. 

2.2. Privacy 

Privacy appears as a major challenge is providing coordination solutions in open 

distributed environments. Recognition and understanding of the privacy problems in CDS 

and the risks that result from inadequate action are absolutely essential. Tremendous 

effort has been devoted to deal with privacy and security issues in distributed systems for 

the last few decades to find technological means of guaranteeing privacy by employing 

state-of-the art encryption and anonymization technologies [50]. Although, these 

technologies can provide tools to secure a great deal of protection, personal privacy 

entails more than just a secret communication and masked identity.   

Using privacy as an organizing paradigm, one approach [20] suggested nine roles that can 

be played by middle agents. These roles are categorized by the preferences and 

capabilities information that can be kept initially with the requester and provider agents, 
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respectively, and can be later revealed to the middle agent. Other agent-based 

architectures involving three parties have been suggested, introducing a layer between 

users and providers, constituted by brokers, mediators or middle agents, an overview is 

given in [99]. An agent-based management of user profiles, including access control 

mechanisms, has also been suggested [98], the approach proposes a combination of 

(XML-based) access control and privacy technologies such as Platform for Privacy 

Preferences (P3P) to control access to distributed managed user profiles.  

P3P [70] is an industry standard that aims to enable web sites to express their privacy 

policies in a standardized format that they can be automatically retrieved and interpreted. 

It provides entities with the ability to communicate about privacy preferences in a 

standard machine-readable format. The specification describe includes a protocol for 

requesting and transmitting P3P policies which is built on the same HTTP protocol that 

web browsers use to communicate with web servers. Requesters use standard HTTP 

requests to fetch a P3P policy reference file from a well-known location on the web site 

to which a user is making a request. The policy reference file indicates the location of the 

P3P policy file that applies to each part of the web site. There might be one policy for the 

entire site, or several policies that each covers a different part of the site. The requesters 

can then fetch the appropriate policy, parse it, and take action according to the user’s 

preferences. However P3P addresses only a narrow set of privacy issues related to the 

automation of creating, requesting and reading privacy policies. 

In the context of Web services, the Privacy Service [75] defines the requirements that 

enable privacy protection for the consumer of a Web service across multiple domains and 

services. However, these requirements focus on the details of data encryption at the data 

level.  

The work in [46] introduced the concept of privacy engineering and accordingly 

proposed architecture to manage personal data held in Digital Rights Management 

(DRM) systems [22]. The architecture defines a language to represent and describe DRM 

rights in terms of permissions, constraints and obligations between users and contents. A 

repository (Rights metadata) defines the control over data contents. A data controller 

entity deals with access requests to determine and interprets access rights. The approach 
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emphasizes privacy as a data protection aspect and combines encryption techniques with 

access mechanisms with implicit trust on the controller entity which manages the 

coordination activity.  

Different approaches to protect the location privacy in open distributed systems [8]. 

Location privacy is a particular type of information privacy that can be defined as “the 

ability to prevent other parties from learning one’s current or past location”. These 

approaches range form anonymity, pseudonymity and cryptographic techniques. Some 

approaches focus on using anonymity by unlinking user personal information from their 

identity. One available tool is called Anonymizer [4]. The service protects the Internet 

protocol (IP) address or the identity of the user who views WebPages or submits 

information (including personal preferences) to a remote site. The solution uses 

anonymous proxies (gateways to the Internet) to route user’s Internet traffic through the 

tool. However, this technique requires a trusted third party, because the Anonymizer 

servers (or the user’s Internet service provider, ISP) can certainly identify the user. Other 

tools try not to rely on a trusted third-party to achieve complete anonymity of the user’s 

identity on the Internet, such as Crowds [77], Onion Routing [35] and MIX networks 

[14]. 

The Crowd approach is based on the idea of ‘blending into a crowd”, i.e., hiding one's 

actions within the actions of many others. The interaction pattern starts when a user joins 

a “crowd” of other users. Before sending a user’s request to a web server, it has to be first 

passed to a random member of the crowd who can choose either to submit the request 

directly to the end server or forward it to another randomly chosen member within the 

crowd. When the request is eventually submitted, it is submitted by a random member, 

thus preventing the end server from identifying its true initiator. Although, the user’s 

identity can be prevented, the coordination model does not address any privacy concerns 

that might be needed by the end server (service provider). 

The goal of Onion Routing (OR) is to protect the privacy of the sender and recipient of a 

message, while also providing protection for message content as it traverses a network. 

Similar to the crowd approach, the onion routing encompass the following: messages 

travel from source to destination via a sequence of proxies ("onion routers"), which re-
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route messages in an unpredictable path. To prevent an adversary from eavesdropping on 

message content, messages are encrypted between routers. It is not necessary to trust each 

cooperating router; if one or more routers are compromised, anonymous communication 

can still be achieved. This is because each router in an OR network accepts messages, re-

encrypts them, and transmits them to another onion router. However, it is possible for a 

local eavesdropper to observe that an individual has sent or received a message and 

therefore, onion routing does not provide absolute guarantee of privacy; rather, it 

provides a continuum in which the degree of privacy is affected by the number of 

participating routers versus the number of compromised or malicious routers. 

A mix network provides anonymous communication facilities. A mix-network can be 

viewed as a public key cryptographic approach that takes as input a number of 

ciphertexts, decrypts and shuffles them and finally outputs a random permutation of 

plaintexts. Each message is encrypted to each proxy using public key cryptography; the 

resulting encryption is layered with the message as the innermost layer. Each proxy 

server strips off its own layer of encryption to reveal where to send the message next. If 

all but one of the proxy servers is compromised by the tracer, privacy protection can still 

be achieved. However, its weakness lies in its vulnerability of communication between 

the user device and the service provider and it is possible for an eavesdropper to observe 

that a proxy has sent or received a message. 

Other approaches [100] focus on preserving the user’s anonymity by applying 

cryptographic techniques that focus on encrypting the user’s personal information using 

Private Information Retrieval (PIR) schemas [16]. The emphasis is to allow users to 

retrieve information from database sources while keeping their queries private from 

providers. Many of the PIR schemes were proposed under the assumption of accessing a 

single database source. Some applications or users require services without providing or 

using any user identifiable information.  

Information Space organizes information, resources, and services around privacy-relevant 

contextual factors [102]. The model defines different boundaries and permissions for 

information, resources, services, and authorizations management in context--aware 

systems. For privacy control, an information space boundary acts as a trusted entity to 
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enforce permissions defined by owners of that space. This model protects sensitive 

information through control of the information through trusted owners under the 

assumption of trustworthiness of the metadata as well as the software component that 

processes the metadata. 

Other schemas support multiple database sources but assume that these multiple sources 

would not communicate with each other, which is not realistic in practical applications. 

Protocols in these schemas are based on the RSA decryption algorithms [78] that are 

geared only towards the protection of the user’s identity. Nevertheless, these schemas 

focus on a single service environment which makes them impractical for a dynamic 

distributed environment where requesters (and service providers) need to maintain 

several keys (private and public) for identification purposes when requesting services 

from many providers which might lead to practical implementation complexities 

[94][6][58][54]. 

Other initiatives proposed the use of privacy policies along with physical access means 

(such as smartcards) in which the access to private information is granted through the 

presence of another trusted entity [18], the X.509 [101] and pretty good privacy (PGP) 

[3]. The X.509 standard defines and specifies the structure and format of digital 

certificates and credentials. In the X.509 system, an intermediary which is a single trusted 

network entity with whom other entities are registered, issues digital identity and attribute 

certificates. The standard accommodates adaptable levels of privacy for users’ 

anonymity, however the need of a trusted third party to protect one’s privacy is a 

necessity. Another approach [9]  makes use of a policy language to check the compliance 

to the required level of privacy. However required privacy attributes (defined as a 

required level of privacy) need to be revealed to the compliance checker in order to verify 

credential holders. 

Another approach [53] provides access control mechanisms and tools for protecting 

requesters’ personal privacy. Service requesters joining an environment are prompted for 

the required privacy policies of each service in the environment. A dedicated requester’s 

proxy checks these policies against the user’s predefined privacy preferences and 

accordingly decides upon using or declining the services. 
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Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET) [34] are based on eliminating or reducing 

personal data by preventing unnecessary and/or undesired processing (and storage) of 

personal and individual data, all without losing the functionality of the system. The term 

PET is used to describe all types of technologies that provide privacy to a user. 

The Privacy Incorporate Software Agent (PISA) targets the creation of privacy enhancing 

technologies for electronic business applications [74]. The project utilizes PET as a 

technical solution to protecting the privacy of users when using intelligent agents in E-

commerce applications, according to EC-Directives on Privacy.  The PISA adopts agent 

technology for intelligent brokering and matching. However the focus of the project is to 

develop coordination architecture to achieve information privacy using cryptographic 

mechanisms. 

Several solutions [48] were proposed to deal with different privacy challenges 

encountered in various application domains such as e-Auctions [68], data mining [56], e-

commerce [94] and healthcare [83]. In the e-Auction approach, a privacy-based auction 

protocol assumes the existence of a trusted auctioneer which evaluates received bids non-

interactively. The protocol ensures that no information beyond the result is disclosed, 

provided that the auctioneer does not collude with any participant. In the e-commerce 

approach, the privacy model adopts agent-based approach, in which a mobile agent 

authenticates electronic transactions on behalf of a customer on a remote host. The model 

does not address any privacy concerns related to remote hosts. These solutions assume 

the existence of a central trusted entity that has all the information about participants, or 

assume that each participant of the computation shares all relevant information with 

others.  

In healthcare domain, one approach as described in [62], the focus was on providing 

management assistance to different teams across several hospitals by coordinating their 

access to distributed information. The brokering architecture is centralized around a 

mediator agent, which allocates the appropriate medical team to an available operating 

theatre in which the transplant operation may be performed. Other approaches attempts to 

provide agent-based medical appointments scheduling [2][61]. In these approaches the 

architecture provides matchmaking mechanisms for the selection of appropriate recipient 
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candidates whenever organs become available through a matchmaking agent that 

accesses a domain specific ontology. Others proposed the use of privacy policies along 

with physical access means (such as smartcards), in which the access of private 

information is granted through the presence of another trusted authority that mediates 

between information requesters and information providers [103]. Web-service based tools 

were developed to enable patients to remotely schedule appointments, doctor visits and to 

access medical data [85][12]. With the advent of Information Technology and its obvious 

surveillance potential, various programs and initiatives have proposed a set of guidelines 

for secure and private collection, transmission and storage of patients’ data. Some of 

these programs include: the Initiative for Privacy Standardization in Europe (IPSE) [40] 

and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [38]. Yet, these 

guidelines need the adoption of new technology for healthcare requester /provider 

interaction. 

Privacy Sensitive Information Diluting Mechanism (PSIUM) [14] is a model that tries to 

eliminate the misuse of requester information by service providers. The model proposes 

an interaction protocol that enables requesters to send multiple location-based service 

requests to the service provider in which only one of these requests contains the true 

location. On return of service’s result, the requester links the available result without 

revealing the correct location and thus preventing the identity form being exposed to the 

service providers. However, the model increases the cost of linking results from the 

service provider as the number of queries is increased. 

Many approaches identify various patterns to address many information security 

problems, including privacy. In [80] , the approach proposed criteria for privacy patterns 

and identified protection solutions for cookies and pseudonymous emails. The criteria 

describes how a user can configure their web client to control how and when cookies are 

set and used and provides guidelines for internet users to send and exchange emails 

without revealing their online identity.  

Another approach [17] describes a privacy proxy that informs users of a website’s 

privacy practices and introduces two types of patterns: patterns that shields and preclude 

personal information from being transmitted to other entities in the environment, and 

patterns that filter information sent from others to the user.  
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Building on existing privacy based pattern, another initiative [79] have proposed three 

privacy patterns for web-based activities that address system architecture issues related to 

informed consent for web-based transactions and the support for personal privacy 

protection. These patterns describe how users can protect their privacy by both revealing 

less about themselves, and acquiring more information from the party with whom they 

are communicating.  In one approach, a privacy patterns that deals with information 

filtering in collaborative systems was presented [81]. In [37], the work presented four 

design patterns for building anonymity systems for online interactions. However, the 

aforementioned privacy patterns do not provide detailed specification of the 

corresponding protocols, the structure of the coordinated control and the type of 

messages exchanged in any interaction. Additionally, the patterns do not address the 

architectural requirements for building systems that enable capability-based coordination 

under various privacy degrees. 

Furthermore, the patterns typically describe the rules for controlling the performance of 

the entities’ actions.  For example, patterns associated with privacy policies assume that 

after an entity accepts the policy, it agrees to enforce these rules when it performs actions 

and therefore the task of accepting privacy policies and interpreting the definitions rests 

on the shoulders of the involved entity. 

Many of these solutions have the assumption that the computations take place with the 

existence of a completely trusted third party. 

Additionally, none of the above-mentioned approaches have treated privacy as an 

architectural element within the coordination services. The objective of the work 

presented here is to develop a brokering architecture that deals with various degrees of 

privacy as related to the identity, requests and capabilities of the participant entities 

(requesters and providers) within a cooperative distributed system.  

In summary, developing the brokering services comprise the automation of privacy to 

enhance the overall security of the system and accordingly entities should be able define 

the desired degree of privacy. The challenge in this context is how to architect the 

brokering with the appropriate set of services that enable cooperation across the different 

degrees of privacy. The focus is to provide a mechanism to reduce the costs and risks that 
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might be a result of violating privacy requirements. This work addresses issues and 

challenges in providing privacy-based brokering that will include: 

 Develop a privacy-based model  

◙ The model will allow building systems that work in an open environment 

with different roles and behaviors. This model has to take into 

consideration any degree of privacy that might be needed by entities 

within a CDS. Within the context of brokering, the degree of privacy is 

defined towards three privacy attributes; entities’ identities, requests, and 

capabilities.  

2.3. Summary 

In open environments, where entities may appear and disappear unpredictably, the need 

of an effective coordination service is essential. Furthermore, in developing cooperative 

distributed systems, privacy is a desired aspect of providing capability-based 

coordination in these systems. This chapter highlighted different approaches to develop 

capability based coordination solutions for distributed systems with special focus on 

privacy.  
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Chapter 3  

 PRIVACY-BASED BROKERING FRAMEWORK   

This chapter introduces a privacy-based brokering model for CDS. Here privacy is geared 

towards preserving the identity, requests and capabilities of the CDS entities. The model 

represents different brokering scenarios and introduces the interaction protocols 

associated with various privacy degrees that might be required by the CDS participants. 

For each privacy degree, an associated interaction protocol defines the basic components, 

the structure and the pattern representing both message communication and the 

corresponding constraints on the content of such messages. The chapter provides a formal 

description and a representation of the interaction protocol which expresses many 

fundamental and essential characteristics of the proposed privacy-based model. 

3.1. Brokering for Cooperative Distributed Systems 

In CDS, domain entities are usually required to collaborate and work together to satisfy a 

request. Moreover, these entities should be able to select an appropriate privacy level and 

play different roles to achieve their goals and get results to their requests regardless of 

whether the request can be satisfied at a local or remote location.  

A domain entity’s role can be categorized as either a service-requester or a service-

provider. A service-provider is the role of a domain entity with the capability to meet the 

needs of another domain entity. A service-requester is the role of a domain entity that 

attempts to achieve a goal beyond its own capability.  

Brokering entities need to interact (on behalf of requesters) with various providers to 

fulfill a request. The interaction protocols specify the set of allowed message types, 

message contents and the correct order of messages during any brokering scenario.  To 

facilitate the interaction, entities in CDS need to depend heavily on communication with 

each other not only to perform requests, but also to advertise their capabilities.  
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3.2. The Privacy-Based Brokering Model - The Brokering Layer 

Architecturally, the brokering model is viewed as a layer of services, each with a specific 

architecture and interaction protocols. The brokering layer enables entities to solicit help 

and delegate requests and get results according to interaction protocols that deal with 

different privacy degrees. The interaction protocols represent the communication 

sequences, the set of allowed message types, and the message contents during the 

capability-based coordination activities between various participants in CDS. 

The concern of this thesis is to view privacy in terms of three attributes: the entity's 

identities (Id), capabilities (Cap) and requests (Req). The brokering enables the entities to 

participate in the environment with different roles and hence be capable of automating 

their privacy concerns and select a particular privacy degree. An entity is able to choose 

whether to reveal or hide a particular privacy attribute.  Each role is represented as a 

special brokering entity (each has a distinguished name) with a specific architecture and 

interaction protocol that is appropriate to a required privacy degree. 

Responsibilities are separated and defined according to the roles played and the required 

privacy degree. Within the layer, two sets of brokering entities are available to service 

requesters and providers. The first set handles interactions with requesters according to 

the desired privacy degree that is appropriate to their preferences. The other set supports 

privacy degrees required by service providers. Figure 2 shows a logical view of the 

brokering layer. Each brokering scenario is accomplished by the combination of the 

requester role, brokering entity role and the provider role. Note that in the figure, a 

specific privacy attribute variable { },   , ,x x Id Req Cap∈ represents that the corresponding 

privacy attribute is not revealed. 
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Figure 2:  Logical View of the Brokering Layer 

The following tables summarize the different scenarios that can be played by the 

brokering layer categorized by the required privacy degrees of both the requester and the 

provider entities.  

Table 1:  Brokering Roles and Interaction Protocols with Requesters 

Privacy Attributes Brokering 

Role Req Id  
Brokering Interaction 

Negotiator Revealed Revealed • Receive service request 
• Forwards request to broker-provider side 
• Deliver result to requester 

Mediator Hidden Revealed • Retrieve service request posted by a requester 
• Forwards request to broker-provider side 
• Store result to be retrieved by requester 

Advertiser Revealed Hidden 

• Post service request to service repository 
• Requester to search repository and request service 
• Retrieve a service request that was stored by a requester 
• Forwards request to broker-provider side 
• Store result to be retrieved by requester 

Bulletinboard Hidden Hidden 
• Requester to store service request 
• Retrieve service request that was stored by a requester 
• Forwards request to broker-provider side 
• Store result to be retrieved by requester 
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Table 2: Brokering Roles and Interaction Protocols with Providers 

Privacy Attributes Brokering 

Role Id  Cap  
Brokering Interaction 

Arbitrator Revealed Revealed 
• Assign capable provider 
• Forwards request  
• Get service’s result 
• Deliver result to requester-broker side 

Broadcaster Hidden Revealed 

• Post service request to service repository 
• Providers to access service repository 
• Providers to evaluate service parameters 
• Providers to store result 
• Provider-broker  to retrieve stored result 

Recommender Revealed Hidden 
• Forward service request 
• Provider to evaluate request 
• Providers to store result 
• Provider-broker  to retrieve stored result 

Anonymizer Hidden Hidden 
• Providers to access repository 
• Provider to evaluate request 
• Provider to store service result 
• Brokering layer to retrieve stored result 

Each interaction protocol is described in terms of a combination of the interaction within 

the brokering layer and the interaction with the domain entities.  

To provide a deep understanding and formal treatments of these protocols, we propose 

that each protocol is modeled using the Input/Output Automata (IOA) model [28][57]. 

This is further described in a precondition-action-postcondition mode. Each IOA depicts 

the entities’ behavior and is then mapped and represented using Unified Modeling 

Language (UML) sequence diagrams.  

3.3. The Input Output Automata (IOA) 

Formally, an IO automaton is presented in terms of the action signature, the set of states 

and the set of transitions. The set of transitions are presented in a precondition/effect 

model. That is, the state during which an action is enabled is given as a precondition, and 

the resulting state is given by the effects of the action. 

Each system component is modeled as an I/O automaton with an action labeling each 

transition. An automaton’s actions are classified as either “input”, “output” or “internal”. 

An automaton generates output and internal actions autonomously, and transmits output 

instantaneously to its environment. In contrast, the automaton’s input is generated by the 
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environment and transmitted instantaneously to the automaton. An automaton 

( )A consists of the following components: 

1. a set ( )states A  of  states 

2. a nonempty set of start states ( ) ( )start A states A⊆  

3. a set ( )acts A of actions, and  

4. a transition relation which is a set ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )steps A states A acts A states A⊆ × × of steps. 

The set of ( )acts A  is portioned into three disjoint sets, ( ), ( ),  ( )in A out A and int A which denote 

input actions, output actions and internal actions respectively. An action signature 

( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))sig A in A out A int A= is a partition of actions into input actions, output actions and 

internal actions respectively. A state is to be said reachable if it is the final state in a finite 

execution of A . 

The union of the input actions and the output actions represent the external actions which 

are visible to the environment. It is to be noted that an IO automaton ( A ) is a labeled 

state transition system which consists of a set of actions π (classified as input, output and 

internal), a set of states S  (including a nonempty subset of start states), and a set of 

transitions in the form of ',( ),s sπ that specify the effects of the automaton’s actions.  

The following illustrates a simple popular example of candy machines using the IOA 

model: 

Three candy machines CM-1, CM-2 and CM-3 differ only in their transition relations. 

The CM-1 candy machine has the following action signature:  

Input actions:  PUSH1, PUSH2 

Output actions:  SKYBAR, HEATHBAR, ALMONDJOY 

Internal actions: none 

The state of CM-1 consists of one variable “button-pushed”, which takes on values: 0, 1 

and 2.  In the initial state, “button-pushed”, is set to 0.  We describe the transition relation 

for CM-1 by giving a precondition and an effect for every action π  the triple ,( ), '  s sπ  

is a step of CM-1 exactly if the precondition of π  is satisfied by 'S  and S  is the result of 
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transforming 'S as determined by the effects of π . We omit the precondition for an action 

when this precondition is true. The transition relation for CM-1 is as follows: 

PUSH1 

  Effect:  button-pushed = 1 

PUSH2 

  Effect:  button-pushed = 2 

SKYBAR 

  Precondition: button-pushed = 1 

Effect:  button-pushed = 0 

HEATHBAR 

  Precondition: button-pushed = 2 

Effect:  button-pushed = 0 

ALMONDJOY 

  Precondition: button-pushed = 2 

Effect:  button-pushed = 0 

 

When the customer pushes button, CM-1 can dispense a SKYBAR. When the customer 

pushes button, CM-2 can dispense either a HEATHBAR or an ALMONDJOY, but not 

both.  The choice between H and A is made nondeterministically by CM-1. Candy 

machine CM-2 is identical to CM-1 except that its HEATHBAR action has “false”, as its 

precondition. This candy machine never dispenses HEATHBARs, but is able to dispense 

SKYBARs and ALMONDJOYs. Candy machine CM-3 is identical to CM-1 except that 

all three candy dispensation actions have “false” as their precondition. It never dispenses 

candy, which must disappoint a number of its customers. 

Three customers CUST-1, CUST-2 and CUST-3 are also quite similar. CUST-1 

continues to request candy bars repeatedly, non-deterministically choosing which button 

to push. Its action signature is the “complement” of the candy machines: 

Input actions:  SKYBAR, HEATHBAR, ALMONDJOY 

Output actions:  PUSH1, PUSH2 

Internal actions: none 
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The state of CUST-1 consists of one variable “waiting” which takes on values “yes” and 

“no”. In the initial state, waiting” is set to “no”, CUST-1s actions are as follows: 

SKYBAR 

Effect:  waiting = no 

HEATHBAR 

Effect:  waiting = no 

ALMONDJOY 

Effect:  waiting = no 

PUSH1 

  Precondition: waiting = no 

  Effect:  waiting = yes 

PUSH2 

  Precondition: waiting = no 

  Effect:  waiting = yes 

This customer is very patient, after pushing a button; it waits for a candy bar before 

pushing a button a second time. The partition part(CUST-1) of this customer’s locally-

controlled actions puts PUSH1 and PUSH2 together in one equivalence class. Customer 

CUST-2 is somewhat more selective than CUST-1. It pushes button 2 repeatedly just 

until the machine dispenses a HEATHBAR, and then pushes button 1 forever. Formally, 

CUST-2 has another variable “heathbar-received” in its state in addition to “waiting”. 

This variable takes on values “yes” and “no”, initially “no”. The actions of CUST-2 that 

differ from those of CUST-1 are as follows: 

HEATHBAR 

Effect:  waiting = no, heathbar-received = yes 

PUSH1 

  Precondition: waiting = no, heathbar-received = yes 

  Effect:  waiting = yes 

PUSH2 

  Precondition: waiting = no, heathbar-received = no 

  Effect:  waiting = yes 
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Customer CUST-3 is similar to CUST-1 except that it may make a transition to a 

“satiated” state from which it no longer requests any candy bars. Formally, CUST-3s 

state has an additional “satiated”, variable besides the “waiting” variable of CUST-1. It 

takes on values “yes” or “no”, initially “no”.  CUST-3 has an additional internal action 

BECOME-SATIATED, denoted as follows: 

BECOME-SATIATED 

  Precondition: satiated = no; waiting = no,  

  Effect:  satiated = yes 

Also, each of PUSH1 and PUSH2 has the additional precondition “satiated = no”. Again, 

part(CUST-3) puts all three locally-controlled actions PUSH1,  PUSH2 and BECOME 

SATIATED in the same equivalence class. 

UML (Unified Modeling Language) Sequence diagrams enable defining the actions and 

states of any IOA abstractly. Message exchanges between the entities provide concrete 

representation for actions’ abstractions. Table 3 represents a mapping for the IOA to the 

UML sequence diagram elements. The states of the object are represented by the lifeline. 

IOA transitions can be modeled as precondition-effect messages.   

Table 3:  Mapping IOA Parameters to UML Sequence Diagrams 

IOA Parameters Sequence Diagram Comments 

Entity Object  

Input Actions Input Messages Messages received by the entity. 

Output Actions Return Messages  

Internal Actions Self Messages An internal invocation or execution 
of a particular operation.  

States  
 Start (special state) 
 Final (special state) 

Lifeline 
 Object creation  
 object Deletion 

Object creation and deletion are 
special states of the object 

Transition Activation Activation represents the change of 
state of an object when performing 
an operation. 

Pre-condition Guard Condition  

Post (Effect) Condition State of the object   
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A precondition is a predicate on the object state and the parameters of a transition that 

must hold whenever that transition executes. An effect on the object specifies the result 

of a transition. One or many transitions may be enabled at any time. However, only one is 

executed at a time. The selection of which enabled action to execute is a source of 

implicit non-determinism.  

We can model an automaton ( )A  using object-oriented approach such as UML to include 

the tuple that consists of the following elements: 

( ) , ,SD A lifeLine M Act≡ , where 

1. lifeLine  represents the different states that an entity can be in, this includes the 
instantiation of an entity (creation instance ), a state ( )s  and the final state ( )fs  of 
a particular object (might be an idle or a deletion of the instance), in such a way 
instance lifeLine⊆ and fs lifeLine⊆ . 

2. A set of messages M denotes the input messages inMessage  , return message 
returnMessage  and a self message selMessage . The entire set of messages is 
denoted as: inMessage returnMessage selMessage∪ ∪ . 

3. An activation relation Act  which represents the time during which an entity is 
performing an operation, where Act lifeLine M LifeLine⊆ × × ; this means that for 
every state in the lifeLine  and message m M∈ , the object transit from state ( )s  to 
state ( )s′  such as ,( ),s m s' lifeLine∈ . 

To formally describe the interaction protocols using the IOA, we model the brokering 

entity in a given brokering role as a unique automaton that generates output and internal 

actions autonomously, and transmits output instantaneously to its environment.  

For example, a brokering entity that supports a requester hiding privacy attribute 

transmits the output action to the other elements of the environment such as domain 

entities (requesters and Providers) and other brokering entities. In contrast, the 

automaton’s input is generated by the environment and transmitted instantaneously to the 

automaton. 

The brokering entities perform actions triggered by its input which transition ( )A  into a 

valid state and produce some output. The input and output actions are defined in terms of 

message types the brokering and domain can receive and send, respectively. 
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In the specifications, we use the following variables and parameters: 

• reqID , provID , reqBrokID and provBrokID are drawn respectively from the identity of a 

requester, provider, ReqBroker and ProvBroker. 

• request , is a tuple , ,reqID serName reqPerf .  

• serviceRequest , is a tuple , ,reqBrokID serName reqPerf . 

• serviceProposal , is a , ,provID serName serPar , representing service(s) offered by the 

provider, where serPar is a tuple consisting of the following  

input, output, cost, quality, time  

o serName , is the service name. 

o input , represents the type of input needed for the service execution. 

o output , represents the type of output that result after the service execution 

• serviceOffer , is a tuple provBrokeID, serviceProposal . 

• requestStorage , has a value True when a service request is available, and False otherwise. 

• service , has a value True indicates an available service offer. 

• delegated , is a Boolean variable with values in{ },True False . True indicates that a 

service request has been delegated, initially is set to False.  

• resStatus , has a value True when a service’s request result is available. 

• serResult , represents the result of a specific service request. 

• advertised , has a value True when a service’s offering is sent to a requester. 

• accepted , is set to True when a service proposal is accepted. 

• requestStorageLocation , is an indexed storage that holds service requests. 

• serviceOfferingStorage , is an indexed storage that holds service offers. 

• delegatedRequests , is an indexed storage that holds delegated requests to ProvBrokers. 

• acceptedServiceOffers , is an indexed storage that holds accepted service proposals (from 

providers). 

• resultLocation , is an indexed storage that holds results of services’ requests (stored by 

service providers or by the ProvBrokers) 
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3.4. Brokering Interaction Protocols 

Each brokering scenario encapsulates a set of conversation and message exchanges 

amongst the requester-related brokering entities (called ReqBroker henceforth) and the 

provider-related brokering entities (called ProvBrokers henceforth) as well as the 

corresponding domain entity which plays a specific role in an interaction protocol. An 

interaction protocol can be viewed as a set of messages’ content and the constraints 

imposed on the individual roles in different privacy degrees. A role focuses on how the 

entity in a given state receives a message of a specified type, performs local actions, 

sends out messages, and switches to another state.  

3.4.1. The Requester-Brokering Interaction Patterns 

A requester interacts with the environment through sending and receiving messages. In 

some scenarios (for example, requesters hiding privacy attributes), the ReqBrokers and 

the domain entities exhibit a proactive behavior to respond to changes in the 

environment. The following represent the various roles and the associated interaction 

patterns that can be played by the brokering in supporting requesters with different 

privacy degrees.  

The interaction requires a set of agreed messages, rules for actions based upon reception 

of various messages and assumptions of the communication channels. These constraints, 

rules and patterns can be abstracted and formalized as interaction patterns, which are 

basis for successful capability-based coordination. The interaction protocols range from 

negotiation schemas to a simple request for a task. 

The interaction protocols are viewed as patterns representing both message 

communication and the corresponding constraints on the content of such messages. They 

describe an allowed sequence of messages and message content among participant 

entities. In the proposed model, a protocol is modeled as a set of communicating 

processes executing concurrently. They express the constraints on the relationship 

between sending and receiving messages which represent the protocol mechanism. This 

model emphasizes the entities’ collaborative behaviors.  
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In order to define the messages that are needed to support a specific privacy degree, we 

first identify the required “message-types” that can satisfy the supporting protocol and 

next, decide on the possible messages that can be assigned to particular role in a given 

interaction protocols. Note that messages can be accompanied by guard conditions to 

describe the constraints on the exchanged messages. To summarize the process, the 

process will be as follows: 

1. Define the possible roles that entities can play is a specific protocol 

2. Identify how many types of messages exist in an interaction protocol. Message 

types are specified as constructors of the actions initiated by the entities. 

3. Decide what messages a role can send, check, receive or store 

4. Next, we have to figure out the rules and constraints on these messages. 

A message consists of a sender, a set of receivers, “type” of message and message 

“content”. In all the following interaction protocols, we focus only on message semantics, 

without caring about its implementation details. For readability purposes, we list the 

interaction protocols using the message type only. 

3.4.1.1. The Negotiator 

Consider the following scenarios:  

 A doctor wants to have information about the number of patients who have Hepatitis B 

in a specific city. The doctor needs to be assessed without exposing its identity and the 

pertinent request to others. 

 A customer who wants to prevent marketers and service providers from generating user 

profiles of his/her shopping trends, financial and travel interests while requesting 

particular services.  

The above scenarios exemplifies privacy degrees in which revealing sensitive 

information can lead to catastrophic discrimination outcomes, knowing the scientist’s 

identity might lead to a biased and unfair decision; marketing trends can turn into 

spamming. Therefore, it might be desirable to not be identified when accessing on-line 
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services. Requester should be able to interact with the corresponding brokering entity to 

request services, receive service’s results, and acknowledge the receipt of service’s result.  

The proposed protocol protects the requester’s identity and requests despite revealing 

them to the Negotiator. The assumption is that the Negotiator is a trusted entity. Figure 3 

depicts the protocol that involves the Negotiator’s interaction pattern includes interaction 

with various ProvBrokers. The Negotiator forwards the request to all the ProvBrokers. 

The Negotiator issues a Call-For-Proposals (CFP) to ProvBrokers (act as potential 

contractors) with the request specifications which include: 

 Request abstraction: a brief description of the request represented by the service 

name that abstract the required capability. 

 Request specification: a description and the expected format of the request. 

 Expiration time: a statement of the time interval during which the announcement is 

valid. 

For example, within the healthcare domain, a doctor might request health information 

related to the mortality rate amongst the newborns in specific region. Accordingly, a 

request for service is defined as follows: 

informationGethering,NewBorn - Mortality,Region - Name,PDF,30 .The request states that 

an electronic PDF file is required for newborn mortality data in a defined region within a 

defined time unit. 
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Figure 3:  Interaction Pattern for the Negotiator 

Each ProvBroker submits an offer on behalf of its providers. The interaction protocol 

represents the message communication and the corresponding content of such messages.  

1. Receive (“Request”) – A service request is received by the Negotiator. 

8. Send (“Inform”) – The Negotiator delivers service’s result to the requester. 

9. Receive (“Inform-Done”) – A message is received from the requester indicating 

the receipt of the service’s result. 

The interaction within the brokering layer is represented as follows: 

2. Send (“CFP”) – Sending a call for proposal message to ProvBrokers. 

4.  Receive (“Propose”) – The Negotiator receives service proposal(s). 

4. Receive (“Refuse”) – A ProvBroker declines to participate in fulfilling a service 

request. 

5. Send (“Accept-Proposal”) – A message is sent to the wining ProvBroker 

indicating the acceptance of the proposal.  
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5. Send (“Reject-Proposal”) – A rejection message is sent to those ProvBrokers who 

do not win. 

6. Receive (“Inform”) – The Negotiator receives the service’s result1.  

7. Send ("Inform-Done”) – The Negotiator informs the ProvBroker of the receipt of 

the service’s result. 

The Negotiator Automaton 

The action signatures of the Negotiator include the following subsets of actions. 

Input Actions:  All input actions are referred by the “receive” action to represent that the 

environment is the source of the action. 

• receive(Request(request)) -- A request for service received from a requester. 
• receive(Inform(provBrokID, resStatus)) -- Result of a service request is received from the 

ProvBroker. 
• receive(Infom - Done(reqID, resStatus)) -- A message received from the requester indicating 

the receipt of a service’s result.  
• receive(Propose(serviceOffer)) -- A service offering is received from the ProvBroker. 
• receive(Refuse(serviceOffer))  -- A decline message from the ProvBroker pertinent to a 

particular service request. 

Output Actions: All output actions are referred by the “send” action to represent that the 

Negotiator is the source of the action. 

• send(CFP(serviceRequest)) -- A CFP message is sent to the ProvBrokers. 
• send(Accept - Proposal(serviceOffer)) -- An acceptance message is sent to the ProvBroker.  
• send(Reject - Proposal(serviceOffer)) -- A rejection message is sent to the ProvBroker. 
• send(Inform(reqID, serResult))-- sending a service’s result to the requester 
• send(Infom - Done(provBrokID, resStatus)) -- A message is sent to the ProvBroker 

indicating the receipt of a service’s result 

Internal Actions 

The internal actions of the Negotiator are mainly generated to perform operations related 

to accessing different storage repositories (store and delete). The Negotiator has an 

                                                 

1 A result is the required format depicted in the service’s request, (for example, the patient’s diagnosis information in PDF 
as per the patient’s service request specification). 
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additional internal action pertinent to the evaluation of service offerings received from 

various ProvBrokers. 

• store(Request, RequestStorage) . 
• store(serResult, resultLocation, resStatus)  
• store(serOffer, serviceOfferStorage)  
• remove(Request, RequestStorage)  
• remove(serResult, resultLocation, resStatus)  
• remove(serOffer, serviceOfferStorage)  
• evaluateOffer(serOffer, serviceRequest)  

States: We capture the set of states as variable labels with instantiation values. 

• Wait : is the initial state of the ReqBroker which represent two possible values, 
:Wait True= and :Wait False= . 

• RequestAccessed : represents the state in which service the ReqBroker has received a 
service request that need to be served.  It represents two possible values 

:RequestAccessed True=  and :RequestAccessed False= . 
• Delegation : denotes a delegation of specific service request to a particular 

ProvBroker. It can have two possible values, :Delegation True= and 
:Delegation False=  

• ResultAccessed : represent results acknowledgments of service requests that need to 
be sent to the requester or to be stored in the service. It represents two possible values 

:ResultAccessed True=  and :ResultAccessed False= . 
• cfpInitiation : represents the state where the ReqBroker has issued CFP message to 

various ProvBrokers. It represents two possible values :cfpInitiation True=  
and :cfpInitiation False= . 

• Evalution : represents the state where the ReqBroker has received service offers from 
ProvBrokers. It represents two possible values :Evalution True=  
and :Evalution False= . 

The set of Transitions for are represented as action/precondition/postcondition model 

:       Wait False

receive(Request(request))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Effect :
                RequestAccess := True
                requestStorage := True

 =

 send(CFP(serviceRequest))
        precondition :
                RequestAccess := True

       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True
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recieve(Inform(provBrokID, serResult))
        precondition :
                 Delegation := True
                 resStatus := False
       Effect :
                ReSult := True
                resStatus := True
               Delegation := False

 

send(Accept - Proposal(serviceOffer))
        precondition :
                 Evaluation := True
                 delegated := False
       Effect :
                Delegation := True
                Evaluation := False

 

recieve(Infom - Done(reqID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                 Result := True
                 resStatus := False
       Effect :
                ReSult := True
                resStatus := True
                Result := False
                requestStorage := False
                Wait := True

 

send(Infom - Done(reqID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                 Result := True
                 delegated := True
       Effect :
                ReSult := True
                delegated := False

 

recieve(Propose(servcieOffer))
        precondition :
                 cfpInitiation := True
                 delegated := False
       Effect :
                Evaluation := True
                cfpInitiation := False

 
                 

send(Reject - Proposal(serviceOffer))
       Precondition :           

Evaluation := True
                 delegated := False
       Effect :
                Evaluation := True
                delegated := False

 

recieve(Refuse(serviceRequest))
        precondition :
                 cfpInitiation := True
       Effect :
                cfpInitaition := True             

 

send(Inform(reqID, serResult))
        precondition :
                 Result := True
                resStatus := Truse

       Effect :
                ReSult := True
               resStatus := True

 

store(Request, RequestStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                requestStorage := True           

 

 

store(serResult, resultLocation, resStatus)
                
       Effect :
                resStatus := True           

 

 

store(serOffer, serviceOfferStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                servcie := True          

 
remove(Request, RequestStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                requestStorage := False            

 

remove(serResult, resultLocation, resStatus)
                
       Effect :
                resStatus := False             

 
remove(serOffer, serviceOfferStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                servcie := False        
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if  serOffer is accepted , then accepted := 1  

evaluateOffer(serOffer, serviceRequest)
        precondition :
                 Evaluation := True

 accepted := false
       Effect :
                
− True

 2 if  serOffer is rejected , then accepted := False−

 

Figure 4 shows the state-machine representation2 of the IOA for the Negotiator. 

 

Figure 4:  State Transition Diagram representing Negotiator Behavior 

The Requester Automaton 

In addition to its behaviour, the requester automaton has the following additional 

variables and is described as follows:  

• waiting , is a Boolean variable with values in{ },True False . True indicates that the 
requester is waiting for the service’s result. 

• resultRecieved , is a Boolean variable with values in{ },True False .True indicates the 
receipt of the result.  

The input and output actions and the associated transitions are as follows: 

                                                 

2 Note that, for readability reasons, the diagram shows only the transitions when the states are True.    
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recieve(Infom(reqID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                 waiting := True

resultRecieved := True
        Eff :
                resultRecieved := False
                waiting := True

 

send(Request(request))
        precondition :
                 waiting := False
       Eff :
               resultReceived := False

                waiting := True

 

 

                 

send(Infom - Done(reqID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                resultRecieved := True

                 
       Eff :

waiting := False

 

Figure 5 depicts the interaction as exchange of messages to accomplish the desired 

behavior. A requester interacts with the ReqBroker regarding a service request. The 

request is stored in a repository through invoking the add method.   

In brief, available contractors (represented by the various ProvBrokers) evaluate 

announcements sent by the ReqBroker and submit service offers.  The Negotiator stores 

received offers into the serviceOfferStorage repository by invoking the add method. The 

ReqBroker internally evaluates the bids (invoking the evaluate method) and awards 

contracts to the ProvBroker it determines to be the most appropriate and accordingly 

invokes the add method to store the delegated service requests into the 

delagtedServiceRequests repository.  
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Figure 5:  Sequence Diagram for the Interaction Protocol of the Negotiator 
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In the meantime, the Negotiator sends an output message to those who do not satisfy the 

desired service request and accordingly delete relevant service offers that have been 

previously stored (invoking delete method on the serviceOfferStorage). Upon fulfilling 

the service request, the Negotiator receives the result and stores it in a resultLocation 

repository. Note that the behavior of the Negotiator has to ensure and confirm the receipt 

of the service’s result by the requester prior to the deletion of the stored result or the 

service’s request. In other words, the confirmation signals the fulfillment of the Requester 

service’s request and consequently exemplifies the end of the interaction protocol 

The sequence diagram illustrates a distributed control since processing and 

communication are not focused on a particular entity, but rather every entity is capable of 

accepting and assigning service requests.  

Entities involved in exchanging such messages are assumed to have a prior knowledge of 

the available operations and methods that fulfill the required functionality. The behavior 

is controlled wholly by the actions initiated by the external entities. Therefore, objects 

involved in supporting this privacy degree exhibit a predefined flow of control and could 

not autonomously have explicit control over initiating messages. In an open environment, 

more complex forms of message exchanges need to be introduced to facilitate the 

transferring of information among these objects for which a high-level of abstraction is 

required to model such interaction.  

3.4.1.2. The Mediator  

In some cases, such as in healthcare environments, patients with fatal diseases may wish 

to request services and seek further health related information without the need to reveal 

their identities.  

The requester should have appropriate means that permit requesting services without 

exposing its identity. Clearly a direct communication link with the Mediator violates this 

requirement. Therefore, a requester must convey requests and get results exclusive of 

related identity information.  This can be achieved by providing an access to common 

storage facilities that are publicly available to post requests and retrieve results. The 

storage facility can be a dedicated repository, or a database. The Mediator is responsible 
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for granting requesters the right to access these facilities either for a limited number of 

times or only for a limited-time period (for example during the active involvement of the 

requester in the interaction protocol).  

The requester should have a prior explicit consent to access these storage facilities either 

to post service’s request or to retrieve a result (for example, protection guidelines for 

Sexual Transmission Disease, STD). Retrieving results implies the ability of requesters to 

link a particular request to its corresponding result. This can be accomplished by 

assigning a unique identification key for every posted request. Both the Mediator and the 

requester use this key during the interaction protocol to identify and link the service 

request to its relevant result.  

 

Figure 6:  The Interaction Pattern for the Mediator 

It is to be noted that, in order to be authorized for online access to such repositories, the 

requester might be at the risk of exposing its IP (internet protocol) address and hence the 

privacy requirement will be violated. To overcome such an issue, requesters will be able 

to hide their IP through the use of a proxy server utilizing cryptographic techniques in 
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which a dynamic IP address is issued from a pool of IP addresses and therefore making 

the identity anonymous.  

The Mediator checks for available requests that have been posted and accordingly 

forwards the service request to the ProvBrokers. Figure 6 shows the proposed interaction 

pattern associated with this privacy degree3 . The corresponding protocol will be as 

follows: 

2. The Mediator checks for (“Request”) message for any available service requests 

that were stored by Requesters and need to be served. 

3. Send (“CFP”) – Sending a call for proposal message to ProvBrokers. 

5.  Receive (“Propose”) – The Mediator receives service proposal(s). 

5. Receive (“Refuse”) – A ProvBroker declines to participate in fulfilling a service 

request. 

6. Send (“Accept-Proposal”) – A message is sent to the wining ProvBroker 

indicating the acceptance of the proposal.  

6. Send (“Reject-Proposal”) – A rejection message is sent to those ProvBrokers who 

do not win. 

7. Receive (“Inform”) – The Mediator receives the service’s result.  

8. Send ("Inform-Done”) – the Mediator informs the ProvBroker of the receipt of 

the service’s result. 

9. The Mediator to store (“Inform”) indicating the availability of a service’s result. 

12. The Mediator checks for (“Inform-Done”) that has been stored by the Requester 

(indicating the receipt of the result).  

The requester interaction with the relevant Mediator is solely restricted to the following: 

1. The requester to store (“Request”) into a request repository. 

10. The Requester checks for (“Inform”), indicating the availability of the result and 

hence retrieves it. 

                                                 

3 Note that in all the interaction diagrams, the Query-If action permits the brokering entity to access the storage repositories 
and to check stored messages for message types.   
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12. Upon retrieving the service result, the requester stores (“Inform-Done”) into the 

result repository. 

The Mediator Automaton 

The input and output actions for the Mediator are similar to the actions generated during 

the interaction with the ProvBrokers. Note that a requester hides its identity by setting the 

value of reqID  in , ,reqID serName reqPerf  of the stored request  to null. As shown in 

Figure 7, the Mediator exhibits a behavior represented by the internal actions and the 

transitions described as follows: 

 

Figure 7:  State Transition Diagram representing the Mediator Behavior 

                 

store(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                 resStatus := True

ResultAccessed := True
       Eff :
                ResultAccessed := True

 store(Request, RequestStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                requestStorage := True            

 

 

               
               

queryIf(Request(request))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Eff :
               requestStorage := True

RequestAccessed := True
Wait := False

 store(serOffer, serviceOfferStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                servcie := True          
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            :

queryIf(Inform Done())
        precondition :
                 ResultAccessed := True
       Eff :
                cfpInitiation := True

requestStorage := False
Wait  True

−

=

 

remove(serResult, resultLocation, resStatus)
                
       Effect :
                resStatus := False             

 

store(serResult, resultLocation, resStatus)
                
       Effect :
                resStatus := True           
 

remove(Request, RequestStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                requestStorage := False            

 

remove(serOffer, serviceOfferStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                servcie := False        

 
                

if  serOffer is accepted , then accepted := 1  

evaluateOffer(serOffer, serviceRequest)
        precondition :
                 Evaluation := True

 accepted := false
       Effect :
                
− True

 2 if  serOffer is rejected , then accepted := False−

The Requester Automaton 

A requester does not exhibit any observable behaviour (i.e. no external actions are 

generated). The behaviour is only restricted to the internal actions that enable the 

requester to access the storage repositories. These actions and the associated transitions 

are described as follows: 

store(Inform Done(resStatus))
        precondition :
                 resultReceived := True
       Effect :
                waiting := False

−  

                

queryIf(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                 waiting := True
 resultReceived := True
       Effect :
                resultReceived := False

 

                

store(Request(request))
        precondition :
                 waiting := False
       Effect :
                resultReceived := False

waiting := True
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The pattern of the exchanged messages shown in Figure 8 indicates a similar sequence as 

described in the previous case. The only difference lies in the interaction among the 

requester and the Mediator. The requester stores a request along with desired preferences 

into a requestStorage repository by invoking the store method. The Mediator checks the 

desired request, retrieves it and thus initiates the same sequence of the mentioned contract 

net protocol [86]. In contrast to the protocol described in the previous case, the Mediator 

stores the service’s result which will be retrieved by the requester. Upon retrieving the 

result, the requester confirms the receipt by invoking the store method on the 

requestStorage. The protocol comes to an end once the Mediator verifies such 

confirmation. The confirmation allows the Mediator to remove any relevant information 

related to this request. 
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Figure 8:  Sequence Diagram for the Interaction Protocol of the Mediator  
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Requesters hiding their identities need not to worry about or observe this behavior in 

fulfilling their requests. The sequence diagram represents a predefined flow of control 

that is completely determined by the current state and the actions executed by the objects 

(deterministic environment). Requesters need not to react on specific method invocations 

only, but rather on observable events within the environment as well. Requesters need to 

poll the environment for events and other messages (available service offerings) to 

determine what action they should take. 

3.4.1.3. The Advertiser 

There might be certain situations where requesters prefer to hide their requests. For 

example, clinicians might benefit form variety of service offerings regarding new 

medications, tools, medical equipments and health related notifications. The clinicians 

will be able to check a service’s repository for service offerings that have been previously 

posted and thus decide on choosing an offering that might be of interest.   

In order for those clinicians to browse such a repository, an access control should be 

granted prior to any interaction. The access to this repository provides an appropriate 

indirect communication channel that allows service requesters to post requests and get 

results without having to reveal their request to the relevant ReqBroker supporting this 

privacy degree.   

The Advertiser permits requesters to check a service’s repository for further information 

or to search for other service offerings that have been previously posted and accordingly 

determines services that might be of interest. 
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Figure 9:  The Interaction Pattern for the Advertiser 

Upon selecting a particular offering, the requester informs the Advertiser with the desired 

a service request as shown in  Figure 9. Similarly, the interaction pattern is as follows:   

1. The requester to check for (“Propose”) for service offerings.  

2. The requester to store (“Request”) into a request repository. 

3. The Advertiser to check for (“Request”) which indicates the availability of service 

requests. 

4. Send (“CFP”) – Sending a call for proposal message to ProvBrokers. 

6.  Receive (“Propose”) – The Advertiser receives service proposal(s). 

6. Receive (“Refuse”) – A ProvBroker declines to participate in fulfilling a service 

request. 

7. Send (“Accept-Proposal”) – A message is sent to the wining ProvBroker 

indicating the acceptance of the proposal.  
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7. Send (“Reject-Proposal”) – A rejection message is sent to those ProvBrokers who 

do not win. 

8. Receive (“Inform”) – The Advertiser receives the service’s result.  

9. Send ("Inform-Done”) – The Advertiser informs the ProvBroker of the receipt of 

the service’s result. 

10. The Advertiser to store (“Inform”) indicating the availability of a service’s result. 

11. The requester checks for (“Inform”) for the availability of the result and hence 

retrieves it. 

12. Upon retrieving the service result, the requester stores (“Inform-Done”) into the 

result repository. 

13. The Advertiser checks for (“Inform-Done”) that has been stored by the requester 

(indicating the receipt of the result).  

The Advertiser Automaton 

As shown in Figure 10 and in addition to the input and output actions generated during 

the interaction with the ProvBrokers, the Advertiser has an additional output action that is 

related to proposing service offerings to the requester. The Advertiser actions and the 

transitions are described as follows:  

 

Figure 10:  State Transition Diagram representing the Advertiser Behavior 
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,

                

send(Propose(reqID serviceOffer))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Effect :
                ProposedService := True

advertised := True

 

                 

store(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                 ResultAccessed := True

resStatus := True
       Effect :
                ResultAccessed := True

 

                

queryIf(Request(request))
        precondition :
                 ProposedService := True
       Effect :
                ProposedService := False

RequestAccess := True
                requestStorage := True

 

:
                 :
                :

queryIf(Inform Done())
        precondition :
                 RequestAccessed := True
       Effect :
                 RequestAccessed  False

requestStorage  False
Wait  Tru

−

=
=

= e

 

The Requester Automaton 

Although the requester in this scenario is revealing its identity, it is required to set the 

value of reqID  in , ,reqID serName reqPerf  of the stored request  to null to prevent further 

linking of the identity to the request. The requester actions and the associated transitions 

are described as follows: 

store(Inform Done(resStatus))
        precondition :
                  resultReceived := True
       Effect :
                waiting := False

−  
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queryIf(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                 waiting := True
 resultReceived := True
       Effect :
                resultReceived := False

 

                

store(Request(request))
        precondition :
                 waiting := False
       Effect :
                resultReceived := False

waiting := True

 

queryIf(Propose(servieOffer))
        precondition :
                 
       Effect :
                resultReceived := False

 

The requester encapsulates a behavior associated with the evaluation of every received 

message proposal. Upon deciding on a certain service proposal, the requester responds 

and engages in an interaction with the Advertiser. The Intra-Brokering interaction follows 

the same patterns explained in the previous cases. The protocol comes to an end 

whenever the result of the service is delivered to the requester who has to acknowledge 

the receipt.  

There are situations where requesters might inquire for more information relevant to the 

proposed service, such as delivery status, change or cancel requests and acknowledge 

receipt of service’s result. The protocol has to automatically respond to such events and 

even pro-actively provide means to dynamically alert requesters about new events and 

conditions and therefore unpredictably perform some action at the time a given 

precondition becomes true. By giving requesters the ability to self-configure and request 

services autonomously, we allow for the possibility of self-configurable systems; thereby 

potentially increasing the degree of automation in the construction of software systems. 

Unfortunately, those requirements cannot be achieved when utilizing the object-oriented 

approach as the modeling paradigm. The pattern shown in Figure 11 represents a 

sequence of messages exchanged among the Advertiser and the requester. By abstracting 

away the internal, low-level behavior of the interactions and concentrating solely on the 
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static and dynamic nature exhibited by the respective entity behaviors, one can establish a 

means by which these entities can interact and communicate effectively. 

 

Figure 11:  Sequence Diagram for the Interaction Protocol of the Advertiser  
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3.4.1.4. The Bulletinboard  

In some cases, requesters desire to hide their identities and requests from the entire 

environment For example, patients with narcotic-related problems (such as drug or 

alcohol addiction) can seek services that provide information about rehabilitation centers, 

specialized psychiatrists, or programs that will help overcoming a particular critical 

situation without revealing either their identities nor the desired information.  

As shown in Figure 12, requesters will have the ability to either post their requests into 

physical storage facility (requests repository) or check the service offerings repository for 

services that might be of interest. In both cases, the requester stores the request in a 

special storage location (request repository). The Bulletinboard checks and identifies 

requests that need to be served and accordingly forwards them to the ProvBrokers. 

 

Figure 12:  Interaction Pattern for the Bulletinboard 
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Note that, for this degree of privacy, the requester is responsible to check for the 

availability of the service’s result and hence retrieve it. This implies that the requester 

should be aware of linking the result to its own request. The protocol is detailed as 

follows: 

3. The Bulletinboard checks for (“Request”) which indicates the availability of 

service requests. 

4. Send (“CFP”) – Sending a call for proposal message to ProvBrokers. 

6.  Receive (“Propose”) – A Bulletinboard receives service proposal(s). 

6. Receive (“Refuse”) – A ProvBroker declines to participate in fulfilling a service 

request. 

7. Send (“Accept-Proposal”) – A message is sent to the wining provider indicating 

the acceptance of the proposal.  

7. Send (“Reject-Proposal”) – A rejection message is sent to those ProvBrokers who 

do not win. 

8. Receive (“Inform”) – The Bulletinboard receives the service’s result.  

9. Send (“Inform-Done”) – the Bulletinboard informs the ProvBroker of the receipt 

of the service’s result. 

10. The Bulletinboard to store (“Inform”) indicating the availability of a service’s 

result. 

13. The Bulletinboard checks for (“Inform-Done”) that has been stored by the 

Requester (indicating the receipt of the result).  

The requester interaction with the relevant Bulletinboard is restricted to the following: 

1. Requester to check for (“Propose”), for service offerings that might be of interest. 

2. The requester to store (“Request”) into a request repository. 

11. The Requester checks for (“Inform”) which indicates the availability of the result 

and hence retrieves it. 

13. Upon retrieving the service result, the requester stores (“Inform-Done”) into the 

result repository. 
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The Bulletinboard Automaton 

The input and output actions are similar to the actions generated during the interaction 

with the ProvBrokers. Figure 13 shows the state-machine representation for the 

Bulletinboard.  

 

Figure 13:  State Transition Diagram representing the Bulletinboard Behavior 

                 

store(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                 ResultAccessed := True

resStatus := True
       Effect :
                ResultAccessed := True

 

                

queryIf(Request(request))
        precondition :
                 ProposedService := True
       Effect :
                ProposedService := False

RequestAccess := True
                requestStorage := True

 

:
                 :
                :

queryIf(Inform Done())
        precondition :
                 RequestAccessed := True
       Effect :
                 RequestAccessed  False

requestStorage  False
Wait  Tru

−

=
=

= e
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The Requester Automaton 

The requester hides the privacy attributes by setting the value of reqID  in 

, ,reqID serName reqPerf  of the stored request  to null. The Bulletinboard will not be able 

to deduce any further information from the stored request and thus the required privacy 

degree will not violated. The requester’s actions and the associated transitions are 

described as follows: 

store(Inform Done(resStatus))
        precondition :
                 resultReceived := True
       Effect :
                waiting := False

−  

                

queryIf(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                 waiting := True
 resultReceived := True
       Effect :
                resultReceived := False

 

                

store(Request(request))
        precondition :
                 waiting := False
       Effect :
                resultReceived := False

waiting := True

 

queryIf(Propose(servieOffer))
        precondition :
                 
       Effect :
                resultReceived := False

 

As shown in Figure 14 the requester’s interactions employ some degree of 

nondeterministic (or unpredictable) behavior.  
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Figure 14:  Sequence Diagram for the interaction Protocol of the Bulletinboard 
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When observed from the environment, the requester’s behavior can range from being 

totally predictable to completely unpredictable. For example, a requester searching a 

repository for service offerings and looking for a service can appear to be exhibiting 

random behavior (might include identifying, choosing services, evaluating parameters 

and decide on the applicability or completely discard any offerings). However, once a 

service offering of interest is detected, its behavior becomes reasonably predictable. In 

contrast, the behavior of a Brokering layer might be highly unpredictable, the 

Bulletinboard needs to interact, choose, negotiate, and select potential service providers 

who are capable of   fulfilling the service request, or it might return empty-handed. 

The protocol can be only accomplished by interactive and autonomous entities that must 

be sensitive to their own set of internal responsibilities and be capable of using rich forms 

of messages. These messages can support method invocation—as well as informing other 

entities (brokering entities within the layer) of particular events, asking something, or 

receiving a response to an earlier query. Clearly objects lack the ability to initiate 

interaction, respond to a message in any way they choose, or decide not to participate.  

Additionally, the typical usage and direct support of object-oriented approaches leans 

toward a more predictable approach.  

For instance, when a message is sent to an object, the method is predictably invoked. 

Yes, a requester modeled as an object may determine whether or not to choose and 

process messages related to posted service offerings and how to respond if it does (for 

example, storing a service request in a special repository). However, in common practice, 

if an object says no, it is considered an error situation. 

It is noteworthy, that the underlying message exchange is usually a predefined flow of 

control from one object to another that has to be known a priori. Asynchronous 

messaging and event notification is not explicitly tied to the object’s behavior. Within 

this context, systems that require such functionality have to layer these features on top of 

the object model and the Object-Oriented environment.  
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3.4.2. The Provider-Brokering Interaction Patterns 

The interaction patterns allow providers to securely automate their privacy and advertise 

capabilities; define conditions and constraints that govern the provision of these 

capabilities. 

Providers’ capabilities are often described in terms of two main aspects, Functional and 

non-functional properties. The Functional properties capture the intended behavior of the 

service and define the input and output parameters. The input parameters specify the 

required information that is needed prior to any service provision, while the output 

parameters specify the result of the service execution (for example, a service provider 

with information gathering capabilities generate outputs in electronic PDF file). The non-

functional properties exhibit the constraints over the functionality of a service and specify 

additional information about the service capabilities, such as availability, service quality, 

cost, payment, security, trust and ownership.  

However, describing the providers’ capabilities is beyond the scope of the work 

presented here. It is assumed that there are appropriate services and tools (for example, 

capability description languages) by which providers are able to describe the inherent 

capabilities.  

The following interaction patterns depict the different brokering scenarios categorized by 

the privacy concerns of service providers.  In all the interaction patterns, it is assumed 

that the ProvBrokers are able to interpret services’ capabilities, match and locate 

providers who are capable of fulfilling a particular service request.  

Note that in representing the different automat for the provider-brokering interaction 

action signatures of the ProvBrokers include the subsets of the input actions that are 

referred by the “receive” action to represent that the environment (being ReqBroker or a 

provider) is the source of the action. Whereas the output actions are referred by the 

“send” action to represent that the ProvBroker is the source of the action and can be 

consumed by any element of the environments. The sates are captures as variable labels 

with instantiation values 
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3.4.2.1. The Arbitrator 

In many E-government4 applications, the primary concern is to simplify the interaction 

with citizens and institutions. Many countries have established an on-line presence. In 

most cases, governments need to make decisions related to national security-threatening 

issues that might involve citizens, institutions and organizations.  

However, making such decisions might require the collaboration of other parties (for 

example, intelligence-related services) who need to be protected anonymously from 

perspectives associated to their identities and capabilities. The Arbitrator provides 

coordination activities to those providers who can contribute collaboratively to provide 

services while shielding their identities and capabilities. 

To exploit the gain of this collaboration, providers do not have to worry about their 

privacy from being known by other counterparties. Direct communication with the 

Arbitrator requires the revealing of the privacy attributes. The protocol must shield and 

suppress any other entity form coming to know these attributes. In order to satisfy this 

requirement, it is assumed that the Arbitrator supporting this privacy degree is a trusted 

entity. 

Moreover, the Arbitrator (on behalf of the provider), engages in subsequent interactions 

with various ReqBrokers without revealing the privacy attributes of the provider. In other 

words, the identity of the Arbitrator is the only revealed attribute to other entities 

(ReqBrokers) when sending and receiving messages.  Figure 15 depicts the interaction 

pattern for such a privacy case. 

                                                 

4 E-government refers to the electronic delivery of government services to citizens. 
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Figure 15:  The Interaction Pattern for the Arbitrator 

For every received service request (i.e. CFP messages received form various 

ReqBrokers), the Arbitrator matches the most appropriate providers to fulfill a particular 

request and accordingly sends the received CFP message to the matched ones.  

Providers might contribute to fulfill received service requests by submitting proposals to 

the ProvBroker. On behalf of all potential providers, the Arbitrator sends the received 

proposals to the relevant pertinent ReqBroker which in turn determines and selects the 

appropriate service proposal.   

Once the ReqBroker notifies the Arbitrator about the outcomes of the selection process, 

the Arbitrator will be able to issue an acceptance message to the corresponding winning 

provider and a dismiss message for each unselected provider.  The proposed interaction 

pattern that supports this privacy degree will be as follows: 
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3. Send (“CFP”), the Arbitrator sends a call for proposals to all providers with 

known capabilities (this implies that the Arbitrator will be aware of providers who 

might satisfy a particular service request). 

4. Receive (“Propose”), the Arbitrator receives service proposals from potential 

providers. 

4. Receive (“Reject”), the Arbitrator receives a decline message from the provider. 

5. Send (“Accept-Proposal”) – Upon receiving an acceptance message from the 

ReqBroker, the Arbitrator in turn notifies the provider (winner) accordingly. 

5. Send (“Reject-Proposal”), a rejection message is sent to non-wining provider. 

6. Receive (“Inform”), the Arbitrator receives the service’s result. 

7. Send (“Inform-Done), the Arbitrator notifies the relevant provider of the receipt of 

the result. 

The interaction pattern assumes that the protocol is initiated upon receipt of CFP message 

form the ReqBrokers within the brokering layer. The IOA representation is shown in 

Figure 16 and the IOA includes the following states:  

• RequestAccess : represents the state in which the ProvBroker has received CFP 
messages from the ReqBrokers. It has two possible values :RequestAccess True=  
and RequestAccess := False . 

• Delegation : represents a delegation of specific service request to a particular 
provider. It represents two possible values :Delegation True=  
and :Delegation False= . 

• ResultAccesse : represent results acknowledgments of service requests that need to be 
sent to the ReqBroker with two possible values :ResultAccesse True=  
and :ResultAccesse False= . 

• cfpInitiation : represents the state where the ProvBroker has issued CFP message to 
various providers with two possible values :cfpInitiation True=  
and :cfpInitiation False= . 

• Evaluation : denotes the state where the ProvBroker has received service offers from 
ProvBrokers with two possible values :Evaluation True=  and :Evaluation False= . 

 

Similarly, the set of transitions are represented as action/precondition/postcondition 

model 
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Figure 16:  State Transition Diagram representing the Arbitrator Behavior 

The Arbitrator Automaton 

In addition to the input and output actions exchanged during the interaction with the 

ReqBrokers, the Arbitrator has another variable matched , which is of a Boolean type and 

with values in{ },True False . The variable is set to True when there is (are) provider(s) 

which fulfill a specific service’s request. The Arbitrator behavior includes the following: 

recieve(Propose(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                cfpInitiation := True
       Effect :
                servcie := True

 

,send(CFP(provID serviceRequest))
        precondition :
                RequestAccess := True

       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True

 

recieve(Inform(provID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                 Delegation := True
                 resStatus := False
       Effect :
                ReSult := True
                resStatus := True
               Delegation := False

 

send(Accept - Proposal(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 Evaluation := True
                 delegated := False
       Effect :
                Delegation := True
                Evaluation := False
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recieve(Refuse(serviceRequest))
        precondition :
                 cfpInitiation := True
       Effect :
                cfpInitaition := True               

 

send(Reject - Proposal(serviceProposal))
                 Evaluation := True
                 delegated := False
       Effect :
                Evaluation := True
                delegated := False

 

store(serResult, resultLocation, resStatus)
                
       Effect :
                resStatus := True           

 
send(Inform Done(provID, serResult))
        precondition :
                 Result := True
                 resStatus := Truse
       Effect :
                ReSult := True
                resStatus := True

−

 

store(serOffer, serviceOfferStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                servcie := True          

 
delete(Request, RequestStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                requestStorage := False            

 

delete(serResult, resultLocation, resStatus)
                
       Effect :
                resStatus := False           

 
delete(serOffer, serviceOfferStorage)
                         
       Effect :
                servcie := False        

 

The Provider Automaton 

In additional to its own behaviour, the provider has the following additional variables:  

• waiting , is a Boolean variable with values in{ },True False . True indicates that waiting 
for an acknowledgment of the result’s receipt 

• resultRecieved , is a Boolean variable with values in{ },True False .True indicates the 
receipt of the result.  

The actions generated by the provider and the associated transitions which are consumed 

by the Arbitrator are as follows:  

                 

send(Infom(provBrokID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                 resStatus := True
                 
       Effect :

waiting := True

 

send(Propose(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 waiting := False
       Effect :
                waiting := True

 

As shown in Figure 17, for every received service request, the Arbitrator matches the 

provider that is appropriate to fulfill a specific request. The Arbitrator initiates protocol 

by sending call-for-proposals (CFP) to those relevant providers (focusing mechanism) 

with known capabilities informing them of the service request’s parameters and 
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specifications. Upon receiving a CFP message, each potential provider evaluates the 

request parameters through invoking the evaluate method and thus decide on whether to 

participate in submitting service proposals or not.  

In a dynamic environment in which providers are in continual increase and may 

unpredictably enter and leave, the Arbitrator’s interaction is neither restricted to specific 

service providers nor committed to a fixed number of them. However, the Arbitrator may 

request only one operation, and that operation may only be requested via a message 

formatted in a very specific way.  
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Figure 17:  Sequence Diagram for the Interaction Protocol of the Arbitrator  

In other words, the Arbitrator has the job of matching each message to exactly one 

method invocation for exactly one object. Consequently, when the Arbitrator needs to 

send multiple requests to a single provider, those requests cannot be collected and 

delivered to the service as a single request with no major increase in the complexity of 

the ProvBroker or the provider--for example, the reduction in the number of roundtrip 

request-response activities. Since we may wish to send a message to any (and every) 
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object, we need the expressive power to cover all desired situations, including method 

invocation. Therefore, a communication language is necessary for expressing 

communications among these objects.  

The sequences of message exchanges can be more than just method invocation. Objects 

can be involved in long-term conversations and associations. It should be mentioned that 

the Arbitrator and the provider might engage in multiple transactions concurrently 

through the use of multiple threads or similar mechanisms. Each conversation has to be 

assigned a separate identity. Conventional object-oriented environments have difficulty 

supporting such a requirement. 

More importantly, particularly for service providers with just a single method, the 

underlying services would not be part of the published interface. Advertising and 

publishing of a service’s capabilities cannot be explicitly accomplished. 

3.4.2.2. The Broadcaster 

A number of small businesses want to use their recent point-of-sales data to cooperatively 

forecast future demand and thus make more informed decisions about inventory, 

capacity, employment, etc. Providing such capabilities and hiding the corresponding 

identities, would benefit all participants as well as the public at large. Providers avail 

themselves of more precise and reliable data collected from many sources, to assess their 

own local performance in comparison to global trends, and to avoid many of the 

inefficiencies that currently arise because of having less information available for their 

decision-making.  

However, in a competitive environment, these small businesses might be influenced and 

monopolized by big dominant players if they reveal their identity and expose their 

relevant data.  Therefore, those who are contributing and sharing reports require an 

access to a common pool to indirectly communicate their findings. A community of 

providers needs to share each other’s resources (point-of-sale data) to create cooperative 

environment and securely prevent undesirable outcomes from revealing their identities. 

The protocol permits various to hide their identities and reveal their service offerings to 

the relevant ProvBroker. The Broadcaster grants providers an access to various 
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repositories (such as request repository, service repository and a result repository) either 

for a limited number of times or only for a limited-time period (for example during the 

active involvement of the provider in the corresponding interaction protocol). Service 

requests are posted to a dedicated repository which can be accessed by providers as 

shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18:  The Interaction Pattern for the Broadcaster 

A provider may respond to call-for-proposal request by an offer posted onto a repository. 

Upon delegating a service request to a provider, the provider post service results to be 

retrieved by the Broadcaster and delivered to the proper destination.  This sequence of 

events is shown below: 

3.  The Broadcaster to store (“CFP”) in request repository. 

4.  Provider to check for posted services’ requests, (“CFP”). 

5. Provider to store (“Propose”), indicating a proposed service for a particular 

request. 
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5. Provider to store (“Refuse”), indicating the refusal for serving a particular request. 

6. The Broadcaster to store (“Accept-Proposal”) – Indicating an acceptance 

message; 

6. The Broadcaster to store (“Reject-Proposal”) – Indicating a rejection message for 

a proposed service. 

7.  Provider to check for services proposal acceptance (“Propose”). 

8.  Provider to store (Inform) indicating the availability of a service’s result. 

9.  The Broadcaster to store (Inform-Done) upon retrieving the service’s result. 

10. Provider to check for the receipt of the service’s result (“Inform-Done”). 

The Broadcaster Automaton 

The input and output actions for the Broadcaster are similar to the actions generated 

during the interaction with the ReqBrokers. The internal actions and the transitions are 

shown in Figure 19 and are described as follows: 

 

Figure 19:  State Transition Diagram representing the Broadcaster Behavior 
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store(CFP(serviceRequest))
        precondition :
                 RequestAccess := True
       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True

 queryIf(Propose(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                RequestAccess := True

       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True

 

store(Accept - Proposal(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Effect :
                RequestAccess := True
                RequestStorage := True

 queryIf(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                RequestAccess := True

       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True

 

store(Reject - Proposal(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Effect :
                RequestAccess := True
                RequestStorage := True

 store(Inform Done(serResult))
        precondition :
                RequestAccess := True

       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True

−  

The Provider Automaton 

The provider hides its identity by setting the value of provID  in , ,provID serName serPar  

of the stored serviceProposal  to null. The Broadcaster will not be able to deduce any further 

information from the stored service proposal and therefore the privacy attributes will be 

protected. The provider’s actions and the associated transitions are described as follows: 

                 

store(Infom(provBrokID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                 resStatus := True
                 
       Effect :

waiting := True

 

stor(Propose(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 waiting := False
       Effect :
                waiting := True

 

As shown in Figure 20, the protocol permits providers to browse a special repository for 

service requests through invoking the query-if method on the serviceRequestStorage. 
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Figure 20:  Sequence Diagram for the Interaction Protocol of the Broadcaster 

The provider checks needs to include mechanisms that facilitate polling the environment 

for service offerings, store service proposals and deliver results. Considering the dynamic 

nature of the environment, it is very common for the provider with this privacy degree to 
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engage in multiple parallel interactions with other entities. Providers need to poll the 

environment for events and other messages to determine what action they should take. 

Additionally, providers need not to react on specific method invocations only, but rather 

on observable events within the environment as well. The behavior of d the provider 

should be then based on individual goals and states, as well as the states of ongoing 

conversations with each other.  

3.4.2.3. The Recommender 

Another setting where hiding provider’s capability is a useful situation. Consider a new 

product that has been introduced to the market such that no single (even very large) 

retailer can accurately predict consumer demand for it. This happens when different 

retailers target different groups of customers, for which shopping patterns and 

adaptability to new products vary. Then it is beneficial to all such stores to engage into 

joint forecasting, while still preserving the privacy of the encapsulated capability. 

After receiving a service request, the Recommender sends it to every provider with 

unknown capabilities. Figure 21 shows the associated interaction pattern.  
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Figure 21:  Interaction Pattern for the Recommender 

Once a provider selects a particular service request, it sends a service proposal to the 

Recommender who controls the remaining transaction according to the appropriate 

negotiation mechanisms that are similar to what has been described in former patterns.  

3.  Send (“CFP”), the Recommender sends a call for proposal message to providers. 

4. Provider to store (“Propose”), indicating a proposed service for a particular 

request. 

4.  Provider to store (“Refuse”), indicating the refusal for serving a particular request. 

5.  The Recommender to check for services proposals (“Propose”). 

6. The Recommender to store (“Accept-Proposal”) – Indicating an acceptance 

message; 

6. The Recommender to store (“Reject-Proposal”) – Indicating a rejection message 

for a proposed service. 

7.  Provider to check for proposal acceptance (“Accept-Proposal”). 
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8.  Provider to store (Inform) indicating the availability of a service’s result. 

9.  The Recommender to store (Inform-Done) upon retrieving the service’s result. 

10. Provider to check for the receipt of the service’s result (“Inform-Done”). 

The Recommender Automaton 

As shown in Figure 22, the Recommender has an additional output action related to 

sending CFP message to the provider. The Recommender’s actions and the transitions are 

described as follows: 

 

Figure 22: State Transition Diagram representing the Recommender Behavior 

send(CFP(serviceRequest))
        precondition :
                 RequestAccess := True
       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True

 

queryIf(Propose(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 RequestAccess := True
       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True
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store(Inform Done())
        precondition :
                 RequestAccess := True
       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True

−  

store(Accept - Proposal(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Effect :
                RequestAccess := True
                RequestStorage := True

 

store(Reject - Proposal(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Effect :
                RequestAccess := True
                RequestStorage := True

 

queryIf(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                 RequestAccess := True
       Effect :
                cfpInitiation := True

 

The Provider Automaton 

Although, the provider is revealing its identity, it is required to set the value of provID  in 

, ,provID serName serPar  of the stored serviceProposal  to null when proposing services to a 

particular request. In this case, the stored proposal will be of an anonymous originator, 

and therefore, the Recommender will not be able to deduce any further information that 

might link the capability to the identity of the participating provider. The provider’s 

actions and the associated transitions are described as follows: 

                 

store(Infom(provBrokID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                 resStatus := True
                 
       Effect :

waiting := True

 

stor(Propose(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 waiting := False
       Effect :
                waiting := True

 

The sequence diagram depicted in Figure 23 illustrates the situation where a particular 

CFP message received from ReqBrokers is sent out to every registered provider with 

unknown capabilities. Depending on the state, conditions and rules of the involved 

objects, alternative courses of action are to be followed in different circumstances. Output 
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messages are guarded by predefined conditions for which the activation methods of these 

messages vary.   

For example, for every received service request, the provider has to determine whether 

the requested service is within its capabilities and/or of interest and accordingly decide on 

either to participate, reject or simply ignore such requests. Once a provider selects a 

particular service request, it responds with a service proposal. The Recommender 

controls the remaining message exchange according to the sequence defined in the 

diagram.  

Providers hiding their capabilities will be flooded by a variety of service requests, for 

which a behavior that is associated with the evaluation of every received request needs to 

be included. Upon deciding on a certain function to be satisfied, the provider responds 

and engages in an interaction with the ReqBroker. The protocol comes to an end 

whenever the result of the service is delivered to the Recommender who has to 

acknowledge the receipt. However, in cases where providers inquire for more 

information relevant to the service request, cancel a service offer or negotiate terms, the 

protocol has to automatically and dynamically allow such conversations rather than 

statically invoke predefined methods. Unfortunately, those requirements cannot be 

accomplished when utilizing the object-oriented approach as the modeling paradigm.   
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Figure 23:  Sequence Diagram for the Interaction Protocol of the Recommender  

3.4.2.4. The Anonymizer 

Investigators and private detectives can provide a valuable aid in background checks, 

investigations concerning law suits and liability, crimes, fraudulent insurance claims 

investigations, and a variety of other situations. In many cases, investigation procedures 

might extend to span various distributed geographical locations and might involve the 
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collaboration of several entities. However, the willingness of private investigators and 

detectives to assist in critical and personal-related issues is highly impacted by the level 

of guarantees and assurance exhibited towards the protection of their identities as well as 

the nature of the conducted work.   

In such situations, providers would prefer to have secure and safe means that enable them 

to engage in sharing their capabilities while protecting their privacy attributes. Each 

provider with this privacy degree will be able to view information relevant to desired 

requests. A provider contributes to the fulfillment of these requests by proposing services 

to the designated Anonymizer whose functionality includes the ability to view and send 

any stored proposals to ReqBrokers. Moreover, it is assumed that the Anonymizer has the 

ability to match and determine capable providers with the most insight towards fulfilling 

the service request.  Different storage repositories are available to the provider to access 

as shown Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24:  The Interaction Pattern for the Anonymizer 
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The interaction pattern will be as follows: 

3.  The Anonymizer to store (“CFP”) message. 

4.  The provider to check for services requests, (“CFP”). 

5. Provider to store (“Propose”) message indicating a proposed service for a 

particular request. 

5.  Provider to store (“Refuse”), indicating the refusal for serving a particular request. 

6.  The Anonymizer to for services proposals, (“Propose”). 

7. The Anonymizer to store (“Accept-Proposal”) – Indicating an acceptance 

message; 

7. The Anonymizer to store (“Reject-Proposal”) – Indicating a rejection message for 

a proposed service. 

8.  Provider to check for (“Accept-Proposal”) which indicates an acceptance of 

service’s proposal. 

9.  Provider to store (Inform) indicating the availability of a service’s result. 

10.  The Anonymizer to store (Inform-Done) upon retrieving the service’s result. 

11. Provider to check for the receipt of the service’s result, (Inform-Done). 

The Anonymizer Automaton 

The input and output actions for the Anonymizer are similar to the actions generated 

during the interaction with the ReqBrokers as shown in Figure 25. The internal actions 

and the transitions described as follows: 
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Figure 25: State Transition Diagram representing the Anonymizer Behavior 

store(CFP(serviceRequest))
        precondition :
                 RequestAccess := True
       Eff :
                cfpInitiation := True

 queryIf(Propose(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                RequestAccess := True

       Eff :
                cfpInitiation := True

 

store(Accept - Proposal(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Eff :
                RequestAccess := True
                RequestStorage := True

 queryIf(Inform(serResult))
        precondition :
                RequestAccess := True

       Eff :
                cfpInitiation := True

 

store(Reject - Proposal(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 Wait := True
       Eff :
                RequestAccess := True
                RequestStorage := True

 store(Inform Done(serResult))
        precondition :
                RequestAccess := True

       Eff :
                cfpInitiation := True

−  

The Provider Automaton 

The provider hides the identity by setting the value of provID  in , ,provID serName serPar  

of the stored serviceProposal  to null. The Anonymizer will not be able to deduce any 

further information from the stored service proposal and therefore both privacy attributes 

(identity and capability) will be protected. The provider’s actions and the associated 

transitions are described as follows: 
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store(Infom(provBrokID, resStatus))
        precondition :
                 resStatus := True
                 
       Effect :

waiting := True

 

store(Propose(serviceProposal))
        precondition :
                 waiting := False
       Effect :
                waiting := True

 

The protocol permits providers to search a special repository for service requests by 

invoking the query-if method on the serviceRequestStorage. Upon deciding on a 

particular request, the ReqBrokoker4 invokes the “store” method on the 

serviceOfferStorage object to store a service proposal as shown in Figure 26.   
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Figure 26:  Sequence Diagram for the Interaction Protocol of the Anonymizer 

Similar to the case of requestors hiding privacy attributes, the interactions employ some 

degree of nondeterministic (or unpredictable) behavior. The provider’s behavior when 

browsing a repository for service offerings and looking for service requests appear to be 
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randomly executed (might include identifying, choosing CFP messages, evaluating 

parameters and deciding on the applicability or completely discarding any service 

requests). The behavior of Anonymizer will be highly unpredictable in the sense that it 

needs to interact, choose, negotiate, and select potential service providers who are 

capable of fulfilling the service request, or might return with nothing at all.  

Modeling the provider and the relevant Anonymizer as objects with the nature of being 

non-interactive and semi-autonomous would not be an appropriate choice to satisfy the 

required functionality. Clearly the lack of ability to initiate interaction, respond to a 

message in any way they choose, or decide not to participate imposes considerable 

limitations to capturing unpredictable and nondeterministic behavior. 

3.5. Analysis of the Protocols  

In the preceding sections, we have outlined a framework for identifying and 

characterizing privacy-based coordination solutions in cooperative distributed systems.  

In this section, we propose a generic architecture which puts forth a vision of how 

cooperation and coordination can be supported, while addressing the possible privacy 

concerns of the various CDS entities. The architecture identifies the major architectural 

aspects and entities types, what kinds of functions they perform, what information they 

maintain, and what kinds of interdependencies they manage in order to deal with various 

privacy requirements.  

This approach of providing a layered architecture for cooperation support is 

complementary to approaches which attempt to build cooperation and privacy solutions 

as value-added services. In addition to dealing with coordination, we believe that this 

architecture is also useful in providing a framework for delivering privacy-base brokering 

services within an organization, in support of business processes, and in aligning them 

with organizational objectives. The brokering layer manages different interaction 

protocols that support various level of privacy; each is providing an inherent control for 

the dissemination and the distribution of critical information. 

The interaction protocol specification provides guidelines for building privacy-based 

brokering applications, which has to include the following elements: 
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 Types and roles of participants. 

 Interaction states. 

 Events which trigger states changes. 

 Valid actions, constraints and message types. 

The different parts of the previous protocols exhibit the dynamic behavior of the entities 

(requesters, brokers and providers) involved in desired privacy degrees. Similarities 

between the different behaviors in the protocols can be observed, in which the same 

pattern of message exchanges is repeated in many parts of the protocol.  

UML provides a means of expressing such an aggregation both structurally and 

behaviorally: components provide physical aggregations that compose classes for 

implementation purposes and packages aggregate modeling elements into a high 

conceptual level. From the previous sequence diagrams, the protocols depict three main 

interaction protocols:  

(1) Requester-Broker Interaction 

(2) Broker-to-Broker Interaction 

(3) Broker-Provider Interaction 

Each Interaction represents a sequence of messages which collectively achieve the 

respective goals of the participants. The sequence diagrams detail which actions are 

appropriately performed at each point of the interaction, what are the applicable 

conditions and constraints that need to be met prior to any action execution, and how the 

selected actions can change and affect the state of the world by producing a potential 

interaction. 

For every service request, the brokering entity communicates, collaborates and negotiates 

on behalf of the requesters to fulfill that particular request. Despite the fact that the 

brokering protocols can be complex and non-deterministic, requesters and service 

providers need not to be concerned with such complexities. From the brokering 

perspective, these protocols can be represented at high abstraction levels that capture only 

the essential and relevant characteristics of the protocol and ignore other interaction 

details.  
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The previous sequence diagrams describe an allowed sequence of messages and message 

content among entities. They depict a set of agreed upon messages, rules for actions 

based upon the reception of various messages, and the assumptions made based on these 

messages. These constraints, rules and patterns can be abstracted and formalized at a high 

level of abstraction (knowledge level) that provides a concrete basis for coordinated 

autonomous behavior.  

However, in order to implement the brokering protocols (under the assumption of open 

environments) there are certain points to be considered:  

(1) Entities involved in any brokering scenario must be capable of initiating action 

independent of any other entity. Such autonomy is best characterized in degrees, 

rather than simply being present or not. To some extent, entities need to cooperate 

without direct external invocation or intervention. 

(2) Entities can react not only to specific method invocations but also to observable 

events within the environment (for example, in some of the previous protocols, 

entities need to poll the environment for requests, events or messages to 

determine what actions they should take).  

(3) The IOA depicting the brokering protocols employ some degree of unpredictable 

(or nondeterministic) behavior. The entity’s behavior can range from being totally 

predictable to completely unpredictable. For example, a requester entity hiding its 

requests from the environment might roam around looking for services that might 

be of interest appears to be exhibiting random behavior (searching service 

repositories, posting service’s requests or service providers’ capabilities). 

However, once a service of an interest is detected, its behavior becomes 

reasonably predictable. In contrast, the behavior of a brokering entity might be 

highly unpredictable. It is difficult to predict which service provider the brokering 

entity will interact with, negotiate and possibly select. In fact, a brokering entity 

can participate in a brokering scenario and might return empty-handed when it 

fails to find a service that matches the service’s request criteria.  

(4) In open dynamic environments, a more complex degree of interaction would 

include entities that can react to observable events. The IOA representing the 
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behaviors of the brokering entities do not illustrate method invocations on other 

entities and present the possibility of engaging in multiple, parallel interactions 

with another entity. Entities might be involved in multiple long-term 

conversations and associations concurrently. Messages in particular interaction 

patterns can be assigned a separate identity (for example, requesting service, call 

for proposals, or evaluating proposals).  

(5) The protocols represent the possibility for entities to dynamically change their 

configurations to play multiple roles at the same time or at different times in 

different domains.  

3.5.1. The Privacy-Based Brokering Protocols  

Because of the fact that the brokering protocols can be described as recognizable patterns 

of a specific interaction, they can be treated as reusable aggregates of computation 

processes and modeled into conceptual wholes. These patterns can be combined and 

expressed at different levels of abstraction in which the behavior and the functionalities 

of the entities should be characterized by a succinct and precise description through an 

interface (Thus, capturing the essence of the behavior of the entity). Therefore, the 

repeated patterns of the brokering entities can be packaged into various sets of high level 

protocols. These patterns are arranged into the following protocols: 

1. Service Soliciting Protocol: this protocol allows domain agents playing the role 

of requesters to solicit help from the brokering layer. The protocol consists of two 

sub-protocols that support the following modes: 

a. Direct Soliciting Mode: in which the brokering agent receives service 

requests directly from the requester agent. This mode allows the requester 

to directly solicit help by sending its service request through the message 

performative REQUEST. The pattern is as follows: 

 Receive (“Request”) – The ReqBroker receives a request for 

service from the requester. 

 Send (“Inform”) – The ReqBroker delivers back the service’s 

result 
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 Receive (“Inform-Done”) – A confirmation message is received 

from the requester. 

b. Indirect Soliciting Mode: This mode supports the interaction with 

requesters hiding one of their privacy attributes. The ReqBroker will be 

able to retrieve a stored service request, store service’s result and query 

about the receipt of a service’s result. The protocol has the following 

message pattern: 

 The ReqBroker checks for (“Request”) message for any available 

service requests that were stored by requesters and need to be 

served. 

 The ReqBroker to store (“Inform”) indicating the availability of a 

service’s result. 

 The ReqBroker checks for (“Inform-Done”) that has been stored 

by the Requester (indicating the receipt of the result).  

2. Contracting Protocol: this protocol abstracts all messages exchanged between 

the brokering agents (ReqBrokers and ProvBrokers) and  contains all the behavior 

relevant to call for proposals, bidding, evaluating proposals and awarding/ 

rejecting service proposal as follows: 

 Send (“CFP”) – Sending a call for proposal message to 

ProvBrokers. 

 Receive (“Propose”) – A ReqBroker receives service proposal(s). 

 Receive (“Refuse”) – A ProvBroker declines to participate in 

fulfilling a service request. 

 Send (“Accept-Proposal”) – A message is sent to the wining 

ProvBroker indicating the acceptance of the proposal.  

 Send (“Reject-Proposal”) – A rejection message is sent to those 

ProvBrokers who do not win. 

 Receive (“Inform”) – The ReqBroker receives the service’s result.  
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 Send ("Inform-Done”) – the ReqBroker informs the ProvBroker 

of the receipt of the service’s result. 

3. Service Delivery Protocol: this protocol abstracts all the messages and the 

behaviors relevant to provide specific services. The package includes two main 

sub-protocols, namely: 

a. Direct Delivery Mode:  This mode allows a provider revealing its privacy 

attributes to respond directly to a CFP message by proposing a specific 

service offering to the corresponding ProvBroker. The protocol supports 

the following pattern: 

 Send (“CFP”) – Sending a call for proposal message to the 

provider. 

 Receive (“Propose”) – A ProvBroker receives service proposal. 

 Receive (“Refuse”) – A provider declines to participate in 

fulfilling a service request. 

 Send (“Accept-Proposal”) – A message is sent to the provider 

indicating the acceptance of the proposal.  

 Send (“Reject-Proposal”) – A rejection message is sent to those 

providers who do not win. 

 Receive (“Inform”) – The ProvBroker receives the service’s 

result.  

 Send ("Inform-Done”) – the ProvBroker informs the provider of 

the receipt of the service’s result.  

b. Indirect Delivery Mode: in which the service is stored into a repository 

and to be retrieved by the corresponding entity. This mode entitles the 

ProvBroker to store responses and to query about replies associated with a 

specific CFP message. The protocol includes the following:  

 The ProvBroker to store (“CFP”) into the request repository. 

 The ProvBroker to store (“Accept-Proposal”) – Indicating an 

acceptance message; 
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 The ProvBroker to store (“Reject-Proposal”) – Indicating a 

rejection message for a proposed service. 

 The ProvBroker to check for service’s result (“Inform”). 

 The ProvBroker to store (Inform-Done) upon retrieving the 

service’s result. 

Any coordinated interaction between various entities relies on the use of a common 

communication language; the communication capability allows the entities to exchange 

messages with the other elements of the environment, including users, agents and objects. 

In order to perform their tasks these entities need to depend heavily on expressive 

communication with others not only to perform requests, but also to propagate their 

capabilities, advertise their own services, and explicitly delegate tasks or requests for 

assistance. The previous messages depict the possible actions that can take place in any 

given scenario. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, the messages exchanged in every protocol 

need to be complete in the sense that they fulfill the possible actions generated by the 

involved entities. Form the proceeding proposed protocols, the messages and their 

contents provide means for the various participants to coordinate their behavior and 

collaborate with each other to fulfill a specific task.  

The coordinated interaction between the brokering entities and the domain entities relies 

on the agreed use of semantic and the intention of the transmitted messages. The previous 

classification of the supported messages defines the required messages to support the 

proposed privacy-based protocols. However, one of the proposed directions for future 

work is to use formal methodologies to validate the integrity of the proposed messages 

such as, a stepwise methodology developed in LOTOS [23][10]. Following this 

methodology, the overall complexities are broken into serial sub-steps. Each step 

evaluates and takes a small amount of decisions in isolation. 
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3.6. Discussion 

The main goal presented in this chapter was to develop a framework that can address the 

coordination and cooperation challenges encountered in designing cooperative distributed 

systems with special attention to capability-based coordination as brokering service.  

The framework provides a building block that can be used in conjunction with other 

specifications and application-specific protocols to accommodate a wide variety of 

protocols related to the operation of CDS applications.  

In many of the reviewed work, such as in [63], [65] [67]  [72] [64], the approaches have 

viewed coordination as a problem in different application domains. In contrast, our view 

clearly distinguishes the coordination as a solution for the capability interdependency 

problem.  

The broker and the matchmaker based approaches have proposed two interaction 

patterns, one for the broker entity and for the matchmaker. Only one broker entity 

governs and directs the communication between the requester in any proposed 

interaction. The matchmaker suggests set of possible capable providers to accomplish 

required functionality (functional assignment problem which is encountered in two-

layered client/server architecture of information systems, in which all functions had to be 

assigned either to the server or to the client). 

In our proposed model, an appropriate interaction pattern is proposed or each privacy 

degree. Two sets of agents; one set is geared towards entities that play the role of 

requesters; the second to serve entities that play the role of providers. The intra-brokering 

interaction comprises sixteen possible combinations that can take place in supporting 

specific service requests. The model does not require an explicit initial privacy attributes 

that need to be known in priori in order to support complete privacy selection (hiding 

privacy attributes) that might be needed by service requesters and providers. In other 

words, requesters and providers will have the possibility to hide their privacy attributes 

from the whole environment including the relevant brokering entity and still be able to 

solicit help, collaborate and provide services to fulfill a particular request. 
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The proposed approach treats privacy as a design issue for brokering services. The work 

presented in [20] assumes that the degree of privacy is protected only at the initial state of 

the system, and considers whenever the entities come into direct contact; it is possible for 

one entity to learn the identity or the capabilities of the other. In another approaches 

[36][44][88][51], it is presumed that capabilities and preferences come to be known by all 

participants in the society, which leads to a chaotic environment where agents might 

violate any privacy requirements. By contrast, our proposed model define appropriate 

interaction protocols that allow requesters and providers to participate and solicit help 

without having to reveal their identities or requests to any entity within the community, 

including brokering entities assigned to provide such help. 

Some approaches have proposed privacy patterns for supporting users’ personal 

protection [37][79] [81] in terms of revealing less information about themselves, and in 

acquiring more information from the party with whom they are communicating before 

committing to any service access or delivery. However, the patterns do not provide 

structured mechanisms for the coordination and focus only on preserving the user 

anonymity based on cryptographic and anonymity techniques. The patterns focus on a 

single service environment and provide solutions for requesters to hide their identities 

and requests from providers but require the revealing of the identity-related information 

to a third trusted party. Furthermore, the patterns do not address any privacy concern that 

might be needed by service providers.   

The brokering specifications are modeled formally as an IO automaton which describes 

the essential behavior of the different interaction protocols that are needed to support any 

privacy requirements in CDS. Using the IOA model provides a suitable structure for 

formalizing the proposed interaction protocols and which is important for building 

privacy-based coordination solutions in CDS environments.  

3.7. Summary 

The chapter described a privacy–based interaction protocols that allow different domain 

entities in an open environment to transparently and securely request and/or provide 

services. The proposed patterns permit requesters and providers to automate their privacy 

and accordingly select the appropriate privacy degrees that suit their desire. Each 
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protocol is described using a mathematical state-machine model (Input/Output Automata-

IOA). Each IOA is represented by both formal semantics and graphical notations using 

UML Sequence diagrams to exhibit the behavior of the entities (requesters, brokers and 

providers). In open dynamic environments, entities need to ubiquitously interact with 

each other, be able to self-manage at run-time as well as increase their degree of 

autonomy and responsibility. The chapter defined the patterns that can be represented at a 

higher level of abstraction and hence compose the privacy-based brokering protocols. 
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Chapter 4  

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  

This chapter provides a detailed design of an agent-oriented privacy-based brokering for 

CDS, based on Coordinated Intelligent Rational Agent (CIR). The chapter also presents 

as a proof-of-concept prototype for information-gathering capabilities in healthcare 

environments.  

4.1. Modelling Cooperative Distributed Systems  

It is clear that the development of coordination solutions in distributed open 

environments requires a new design paradigm, improved integration architectures, and 

services. The architecture must describe the organization and the interconnection among 

the software entities. In this architecture, the environment can be envisioned as a 

cooperative distributed system (CDS) comprised of a collection of economically 

motivated software agents that interact competitively or cooperatively, find and process 

information, and disseminate it to humans and other agents. It also enables common 

services that facilitate the coordination and the cooperation activities amongst various 

domain entities and support ad hoc and automated configurations. 

Our proposed SOSDA framework provides the abstraction to support domain entities and 

applications independent of any specific technology. In this framework, a CDS is 

conceptualized as a dynamic community of agent and non-agent entities that contribute 

with different services. Based on the above view, an agent might play different roles and 

be able to coordinate cooperatively or competitively with other agents, including humans. 

Therefore, within the SOSDA architecture, the CDS entities are mapped as follows: 

• Service Requester: is a domain specific entity that can interact with the environment 

and request services. 
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• Service Provider: a domain entity that provide application-specific services.  

• Brokering entity: is an agent that provides common SOSDA coordination services 

and facilities for the generic cooperative distributed systems environment.  

4.2. Agent-Based Brokering Services for SOSDA  

The dynamic nature of the entities participating in different brokering scenarios requires 

that they be able to change their configuration according to their roles. The challenge 

here is how to adopt a technology that provides means and mechanisms by which these 

entities would be able to interact with each other and determine an appropriate privacy 

degree. Clearly and as previously analyzed, such interaction is characterized by the non-

determinism aspect and the dynamic nature of the environment where these entities exist 

and operate. These requirements could not be met using traditional ways of manually 

configuring software.  

We strongly believe that agent-orientation is an appropriate design paradigm for 

providing coordination services and mechanisms in such settings. Indeed, such a 

paradigm is essential to modeling open, distributed, and heterogeneous environments in 

which an agent should be able to operate as part of a community of cooperative 

distributed systems environments including human users.  

A key aspect of agent-orientation is the ability to design artifacts that are able to perceive, 

reason, interact and act in a coordinated fashion.  We define an agent as an individual 

collection of primitive components that provide a focused and cohesive set of 

capabilities. We focus on the notion of Agenthood as a metaphorical conceptualization 

tool at a high level of abstraction (knowledge level) that captures, supports and 

implements features that are useful for distributed computation in open environments. 

These features include cooperation, coordination, interaction, as well as intelligence, 

adaptability as well as economic and logical rationality. 

4.3. Example:  Brokering for SOSDA Healthcare CDS 

Many initiatives and programs have been established to promote the development of less 

costly and more effective healthcare networks and systems at national and international 

scale. The objectives of these  healthcare networks is to improve diagnosis through on-
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line access to medical specialists, on-line reservation of analysis and hospital services by 

practitioners extended on wide global scale, transplant matching, etc. A complete 

electronic medical patient case file, which might be shared between specialists and can be 

interchanged between hospitals and with GPs, will be crucial in diagnosing diseases 

correctly, avoiding duplicative risky and expensive tests, and developing effective 

treatment plans.  

However, medical patient case files may contain some sensitive information about critical 

and vital topics such as abortions, emotional and psychiatric care, sexual behaviors, 

sexually transmitted diseases, HIV status, and genetic predisposition to diseases. Privacy 

and the confidentiality of medical records have to be especially safeguarded. Without 

broad trust in medical privacy, patients may avoid crucial health care provision.  

Healthcare professionals and care-providers prefer to have the ability of controlling the 

collection, retention and distribution of information about themselves. On the other hand, 

healthcare service providers need to effectively manage and prevent any abuse of the 

information or service they provide in addition to the ability of protecting their identities.  

An important feature of the various healthcare sectors is that they share similar problems 

and are faced with challenges that can be characterized as follows:  

• In open distributed healthcare environments, it is no longer practical to expect 

healthcare clinicians, staff, care providers and patients to determine and keep track of 

the information and services relevant to his/her requests and demands.  For example a 

patient shall be ubiquitously able to access his/her medical record from anywhere at 

any time or may request medical services offered by available healthcare centers in a 

particular city without being aware of the distributed sources and irrespective of their 

locations. In addition, an application should be able to manage distributed data in a 

unified fashion. This involves several tasks, such as maintaining consistency and data 

integrity among distributed data sources, and auditing access. 

• The distributed nature of the knowledge among multiple healthcare locations may 

require collaboration for in formation gathering. For example, each unit in a hospital 

keeps its own information about patients’ records.  

• The solution of specific medical problem includes complex activities and requires 

collaborative effort of different individuals who posses distinct roles and skills. For 
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example, the provision of care to hospitalized patients involves various procedures 

and requires the coordinated interaction amongst various staff and medical members.  

It is essential that all the involved medical staff and professionals must coordinate 

their activities in a manner that will guarantee the best appropriate treatment that can 

be offered to the patient.  

Healthcare professionals and care-providers prefer to have the ability of controlling the 

collection, retention and distribution of information about themselves. A recent survey 

shows that 67% of the American national respondents are concerned about the privacy of 

their personal medical records, 52% fear that their health insurance information might be 

used by employers to limit job opportunities while only 30% are willing to share their 

personal health information with health professionals not directly involved in their case. 

As few as 27% respondents are willing to share their medical records with drug 

companies [90].   

To explore such issues, distributed healthcare systems need to have an access to a service 

that can enable collaboration between different healthcare service requesters and 

providers. The proposed brokering model controls coordination activities among various 

healthcare service requesters and providers. Healthcare personnel get access to different 

services managed by various providers without having to be aware of the location, 

identities, access mechanisms, or the contents of these services. The model provides 

seamlessly integrated healthcare environment and presents additional privacy 

opportunities to patients, visitors, medical staff and vendors.  

4.4. The Coordinated Intelligent Rational Agent (CIR-Agent) Model 

The representative agents of domain and brokering entities within the context of SOSDA-

based CDS are built on the foundation of CIR-agent architecture with focuses on utilizing 

the model to capture the participants’ individual behavior towards achieving a desirable 

goal while maintaining a required privacy degree. 

The CIR-Agent is an individual collection of primitive components that provide a 

focused and cohesive set of capabilities. The basic components include problem-solving, 

interaction, and communication components, as shown in Figure 27(b). A particular 
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arrangement (or interconnection) of components is required to constitute an agent. This 

arrangement reflects the pattern of the agent's mental state as related to its reasoning 

about achieving a goal. However, no specific assumptions need to be made on the 

detailed design of the agent components. Therefore, the internal structure of the 

components can be designed and implemented using object oriented or another 

technology, provided that the developer conceptualizes the specified architecture of the 

agent as described in Figure 27.  

 

Figure 27:  The CIR Agent's Architecture 

Basically, each agent consists of knowledge and capability components. Each of which is 

tailored according to the agent’s specific role.  

The agent's knowledge contains the information about the environment and the expected 

world. The knowledge includes the agent self-model, other agents' model, goals that need 

to be satisfied, possible solutions generated to satisfy each goal, and the local history of 

the world that consists of all possible local views for an agent at any given time. The 

agent’s knowledge also includes the agent's desires, commitments and intentions toward 

achieving each goal. 
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The capability package includes the reasoning component, the domain actions component 

which contains the possible set of domain actions that when executed, the state of the 

world will be changed and the communication component where the agent sends and 

receives messages to and from other agents and the outside world.  

The problem solver component represents the particular role of the agent and provides 

the agent with the capability of reasoning about its knowledge to generate appropriate 

solutions directed to satisfy its goal.  

During the interaction processes, the agents engage with each other while resolving 

problems that are related to different types of interdependencies. The coordination 

mechanisms are meant to reduce and resolve the problems associated with 

interdependencies. Interdependencies are goal-relevant interrelationships between actions 

performed by various agents.  

As argued in [32], the agent’s interaction module identifies the type of interdependencies 

that may exist in a particular domain. Consequently, agents select an appropriate 

interaction device5 that is suitable to resolve a particular interdependency. These devices 

are categorized as follows: 

• Contract-based, includes the assignment device; 

• Negotiation-based, includes resource scheduling, conflict resolution, synchronization, 

and redundancy avoidance devices. 

Within the context of brokering, the interdependency problem is classified as capability 

interdependency and the interaction device is the “assignment”. The basic characteristics 

of the assignment device are problem specifications, evaluation parameters, and the sub-

processes. The problem specifications might include, for example, the request, the 

desired-satisfying time, and the expiration time.  

A collection of basic components comprises the structure of the agent model and 

represents its capabilities. The agents’ architectures are based on the CIR-Agent model as 

                                                 

5 Interaction device is an agent’s component by which it interacts with the other elements of the environment through a 
communication device. A device is a piece or a component with software characteristics that is designed to service a special 
purpose or perform a special function. 
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shown in Figure 28. A brokering session mainly recognizes two types of agents, namely, 

domain agent (Requester or Provider) and brokering agent (ReqBroker or ProvBroker). 

The architecture of each agent type is described in details below.  

 

Figure 28:  The Overall System Model 

4.5. The Domain Agent: Service Providers and Requesters 

Service providers and requesters are modeled as domain agents as shown in Figure 29. 

The requester agent can participate with various privacy degrees and request services 

from the brokering layer. A requester delegates the service’s request(s) to the relevant 

brokering agent according to the interaction protocol the selected privacy degree. The 

domain agent possesses knowledge and capability. The knowledge includes the model of 

the brokering agents in terms of the supported privacy degree, self model and the local 

history. The capability is categorized into three components: reasoning that includes 

problem-solving and coordination, communication and a set of domain actions. 

A domain agent playing the role of a service provider can select the appropriate privacy 

degree and thus participate on providing the capability that meets the needs of another 

domain entity. The problem solver the domain agent hiding any of the privacy attributes 

encompasses the accessing of different storage repositories. For example, the problem 

solver of a requester includes functionalities related to formulating service requests, 

check for available service offerings and access various storage repositories to store 
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requests or to retrieve service results. On the other hand, the problem solver of a provider 

hiding its identity and capability attributes consists of modules related to accessing 

storage repositories to check for stored service requests that might be fulfilled and hence 

participating in storing  service proposals and service’s results. 

The coordination component of a requester comprises the interaction device which entails 

soliciting service from the relevant ReqBroker agent. The interaction device of the 

provider agent manages the coordination activities which involve proposing services to 

specific CFP messages and engage in bidding processes.   

 

Figure 29:  The Domain Agent Architecture 

4.6. The Brokering Agents: ReqBrokers and ProvBrokers 

A brokering agent is composed of two components namely, the knowledge and 

capability. The knowledge component contains the information in the agent’s memory 

about the environment and the expected world. As shown in Figure 30, this includes the 

agent self-model, models of the domain agents in terms of their roles (requester/provider) 

and/or capabilities and the local history of the world. The knowledge includes all possible 

local views for an agent at any given time (such as the knowledge of physical repositories 

available services requests, services offerings and service results).  
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Figure 30:  The Brokering Agent Architecture 

4.6.1. The ReqBroker Agent 

The problem solver component varies form one brokering agent to another. The 

ReqBroker’s problem solver component includes: accessing various storage repositories, 

locate and identify services’ requests, deliver and store services’ results. The interaction 

component comprises the following activities: (1) Preparing the “CFP” message that 

formulates the “announcement” to be sent out to the ProvBrokers, (2) Collecting service 

proposals and (3) evaluating these proposals against certain criteria (for example 

parameters identified in the service’s request).  

4.6.1.1. The ReqBroker Interaction Device: Assignment 

The main function of the assignment device is to resolve problems associated with 

capability and decomposition interdependencies. The basic characteristics of the 

assignment device are problem specifications and evaluation parameters. With reducing 

complexity in achieving a goal as the agent’s main objective, a solution can be selected 

based for example on the goal quality.  

The implementation technique of the assignment device is based on the soliciting 

approach as in the case of the contract-net approach which depends on (1) the modeling 

approach for other agent’s capabilities, and (2) the solicitation approach for the local 
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schedule and workload of other agents. To achieve a high degree of parallelism in the 

assignment device, the implementation consists of the following processes: 

1. Call for Proposals:  The initiating ReqBroker agent (or the manager) informs all the 

other potential ProvBrokers agents (or contractors) of the problem specification by an 

announcement. The problem specification might include the goal, and the desired 

satisfying time for example. The ProvBrokers initialize generates a CFP message to 

the relevant service providers. A focusing strategy might be used by the ProvBrokers 

to identify the set of potential contractors (service providers) based on their 

capabilities (in scenarios related to providers revealing their capabilities). At a certain 

time, ProvBrokers representing their interested relevant providers send “Propose” 

message to the ReqBroker agent indicating the start of the bidding process. A 

focusing strategy might be used by the ProvBrokers to identify the set of potential 

contractors (service providers) based on their capabilities (in scenarios related to 

providers revealing their capabilities).  

2. Evaluate: At a certain time, ProvBrokers representing their interested relevant 

providers send “Propose” messages to the ReqBroker agent indicating the start of the 

bidding process. When the service satisfying deadline reaches, the ReqBroker ceases 

to accept any new messages related to either request’s inquiries or new service offers. 

Based on the evaluation parameters, the ReqBroker evaluates submitted proposals 

and accordingly selects the best bid. 

3. Award/Reject: the process allows the ReqBroker to issue an award/reject message to 

the potential ProvBrokers. For the selected (winning) ProvBrokers, a contract form is 

created, an award (Accept-Proposal) message is sent to the corresponding 

ProvBrokers and a reject (Reject-Proposal) messages is sent to the non-wining. 

The reasoning components of the ReqBrokers vary according to the privacy degree they 

support. As previously shown, the interaction protocols for the various brokering 

scenarios have illustrated repeated patterns and a behavior that can be represented at a 

higher level of abstraction. Utilizing the privacy-based protocols defined in Section 3.5.1 

the reasoning components of the various ReqBrokers will be represented as follows: 
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4.6.1.2. The Negotiator Design 

Requesters are required to reveal their privacy attributes to the related Negotiator. As 

shown in Figure 31, the interaction component includes the following protocols: (1) the 

contracting protocol that exhibits all the interaction with the ProvBrokers and (2) the 

direct mode of the service soliciting protocol which abstracts all the interaction activities 

with the service provider. 

 

Figure 31:  Architecture of the Negotiator’s Reasoning Component 

4.6.1.3. The Mediator Design 

Requestors are permitted to have an access to special repositories by which they would be 

able to post their required service requests without having to reveal their identity to any 

other entity in the environment. The Mediator’s problem solver functionality is solely to 

access these repositories to:  query about available service requests, store service’s result 

into the result location repository and to check for result’s receipt acknowledgments.  The 

interaction component utilizes the contracting protocol as shown in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32:  Architecture of the Mediator’s Reasoning Component 

4.6.1.4. The Advertiser Design 

The protocol preserves the privacy attribute of the requester (hidden request.). Upon 

deciding on particular offerings, the Advertiser’s interaction component incorporates the 

contracting protocol. As shown in Figure 33, the problem solver component includes the 

service soliciting protocol (indirect mode) while the interaction component includes the 

contracting protocol. 

 

Figure 33: Architecture of the Advertiser’s Reasoning Component 

4.6.1.5. The Bulletinboard Design 

The Bulletinboard’s problem solver functionalities are limited to accessing the various 

repositories (either to check for service requests, store service results or to check for 
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receipts acknowledgment). These functionalities are performed by utilizing the indirect 

mode of the service soliciting protocol as shown in Figure 34.  

Similarly, the interactions with the ProvBrokers are governed by the contracting protocol 

which composes the coordination component. 

 
Figure 34:  Architecture of the Bulletinboard’s Reasoning Component 

4.6.2. The ProvBroker Agent 

The ReqBroker agent sends (or store) a “CFP” message to service providers. The 

ProvBroker carries out the interaction with the ReqBrokers and accordingly reports the 

outcome of the interaction to the participating service provider. The ProvBroker’s 

architecture varies according to the supported privacy degrees. 

4.6.2.1. The ProvBroker Interaction Device: Assignment 

Similarly, the implementation technique of the assignment device of the ProvBroker is 

based on the soliciting approach as in the case of the contract-net approach. The 

implementation consists of the following processes: 

1. Call for Proposals:  The ProvBrokers initialize a CFP message to the relevant 

service providers. A focusing strategy might be used by the ProvBrokers to identify 

the set of potential contractors (service providers) based on their capabilities (in 

scenarios related to providers revealing their capabilities).  

2. Propose: At a certain time, ProvBrokers representing their interested relevant 

providers send “Propose” messages to the ReqBroker agent indicating the start of the 
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bidding process. A focusing strategy might be used by the ProvBrokers to identify the 

set of potential contractors (service providers) based on their capabilities (in scenarios 

related to providers revealing their capabilities).  

3. Winning/Rejection: By receiving the award message, the ProvBroker creates the 

winning process and accordingly informs the winning provider (either by sending an 

acceptance message to the providers or by storing the Accept-Proposal message into a 

repository). Note that process initiates a commitment state which indicates the 

engagement of the ProvBroker into a contract. Alternatively, upon the receipt of a 

rejection message (Reject-Proposal), the process allows the ProvBrokers to notify the 

non-winning service provider and consequently destroys all the information relevant 

to the rejected service proposals. The reasoning components for the ProvBrokers as 

described in the following sections. 

4.6.2.2. The Arbitrator Design 

The Arbitrator acts on behalf of the service provider to participate in proposing services 

for a particular request. All interactions with ReqBrokers entail the exposure of only the 

identity of the engaged Arbitrator. As shown in Figure 35, the interaction component of 

the Arbitrator includes the contracting protocol and the service delivery protocol (direct 

mode). 

 

Figure 35:  Architecture of the Arbitrator’s reasoning Component 
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4.6.2.3. The Broadcaster Design 

Providers are allowed to access repositories to check for requests that might be of an 

interest without having to reveal their identity to any other entity in the environment. All 

the interaction with provider with this privacy degree is accomplished by the problem 

solver component which includes the indirect mode of the service delivery protocol. 

Additionally, the problem solver includes functionalities related to link a specific CFP 

message to a potential service proposal and to map the service’s result to that particular 

request. As shown in Figure 36, the Broadcaster’s interaction component uses the 

contracting protocol. 

 

Figure 36:  Architecture of the Broadcaster’s Reasoning Component 

4.6.2.4. The Recommender Design 

The Recommender’s interaction enables sending every received CFP service request 

(from ReqBrokers) to the provider with unknown capabilities. As shown in Figure 37, the 

interaction component includes the contracting protocol while the problem solver 

comprises the indirect mode of the service delivery protocol 
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Figure 37:  Architecture of the Recommender’s Reasoning Component 

4.6.2.5. The Anonymizer Design 

The Anonymizer informs (indirectly) those providers wishing to hide their privacy 

attributes of any service request that might be fulfilled by their capabilities. All service 

requests and service offerings and services results are stored into special storage 

repositories (service request and result locations that are accessed consecutively by both 

the Anonymizer and the provider). In order to achieve such functionalities, the problem 

solver component utilizes the indirect mode of the service delivery protocol as shown in 

Figure 37.    

 

Figure 38:  Architecture of the Anonymizer Reasoning Component 
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4.7. Supporting Services 

In open environments, entities can join/disjoin unpredictably, and thus the system should 

have means to handle joining/removal of entities both (brokering and others) at the run-

time without losing the system’s integrity. The proposed system assumes the availability 

of some supporting service such as: 

♦ Capability and Service Description Service: In general, the brokering entities 

should be able (in real time) to parse, validate, understand and respectively 

process capability and service descriptions it receives. To enable the dynamic 

discovery of services, a mechanism is required to describe the capability aspects 

of services, such as the functional description of a service, the conditions and the 

constraints of the service and the nature of the results. A matching mechanism 

allows brokering entities to understand, automatically process requests and 

accordingly determine the capabilities of service providers that are most 

appropriate for a given request.  

♦ Management of data and knowledge: In many proposed protocols, domain and 

brokering entities need to have access to various physical repositories for efficient 

storage of service requests, service offerings and service results. The 

corresponding databases, repositories and know ledge base of a the brokering 

layer need to be inspected by other agents and users for different purposes such 

as, the specification of appropriate requests or searching for applicable services 

according to given valid access restrictions and security policies. However, the 

systems shall provide interface services to the domain entities to let them access 

such repositories. These interface services have to be restricted according to given 

security policies and requirements. One of the  possible solution is to use public 

key encryption techniques  

♦ Provision of registration and naming services: The registration and naming 

service allows building up a knowledge base of the environment that can be 

utilized to facilitate locating and identifying the relevant existing service’s sources 

and their contents for serving a specific request. It is crucial to be able to identify 

the subset of relevant information at a source and to combine partially relevant 
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information across different sources; this requires the process of identification and 

retrieval of a subset of required service at any source. It is clear that in such 

environment, different sources would provide relevant information to a different 

extent. It is assumed that each entity (brokering or domain) has to register with 

this service. In the design of these entities (agent-based), the knowledge 

component shall be able to have mechanisms of dynamic updates. It is assumed 

that the registration service shall have means of notifications and will be able to 

regularly monitor the availability of brokering and domain entities as assurance of 

presence. Requesters and providers will have handles (interfaces) to interact with 

the brokering entity. There might be situations where a brokering entity fails after 

registering itself for a particular role or a provider disjoin after issuing service 

advertisement. The brokering service maintains and stores associations between 

the services provided by providers and the descriptions of such services 

(metadata). These associations enable brokers to increase the likelihood of an 

accurate service discovery with greater precision. This implies the ability to allow 

adding or removal services at runtime and hence updating service repositories 

accordingly. 

4.8. Implementation Example: Agent-Oriented Privacy Brokering 
for SOSDA Healthcare CDS 

In this section we show an example of our proposed model applied to healthcare 

environments to support information-gathering capabilities utilizing the specifications 

defined in [71].  

Healthcare services can be modeled and implemented as CDS. The healthcare is viewed 

as a collection of autonomous units that can act independently and cooperate in providing 

services and synergize medical data according to mutual interests. The infrastructure of 

the participants of healthcare can handle only the internal administrative and clinical 

processes. The model provides querying ability and coordination activities that enhance 

the overall connectivity of distributed, autonomous, and possibly heterogeneous 

information sources (databases) of different healthcare providers and hospitals.  
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The following describes a scenario for a requester hiding its identity and three service 

providers; one is revealing privacy attributes, the second is hiding its identity while third 

is hiding its own privacy attributes (identities and capabilities). Consider three online 

information providers, E-VirtualMedInfo Inc., E-VirtualDiagnosis Inc., and 

FutureDocAssistant Inc 6 . , each of them provide medical information, healthcare 

guidelines and clinical diagnosis in various formats (online delivery, hard copies or 

access to online medical repositories). E-VirtualMedInfo Inc,  is revealing its privacy 

attributes and supported by the Arbitrator agent, E-VirtualDiagnosis comprise diagnosis 

capabilities jointly derived by retired medical doctors and had selected hiding its identity 

for which the Broadcaster agent will be the dedicated ProvBroker, whereas 

FutureDocAssistant, a company that provide various online samples of medical exams 

and virtual evaluation assessments decided to hide both the identity and capabilities and 

will be supported by the Anonymizer agent.  

Alice, a fourth year medical student, is conducting a research on the most fatal diseases in 

Canada, the mortality death rates of each disease and the possible diagnosis and 

prevention procedures that would help a trainee-student in examining and diagnosing 

patients with such diseases. Deciding to hide her identity, Alice anonymously can request 

this information by posting the service request in special repository dedicated to such 

privacy degree. Note that, the Mediator will be the assigned brokering agent which acts 

on behalf of Alice to fulfill her requests. As shown in Figure 39, the protocol will be as 

follow: 

                                                 

6 Names are fictitious 
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Figure 39:  The Brokering Layer Architecture 

1. Alice anonymously requests information by posting the request in a special 

repository dedicated to such privacy degree.  

2. Alice’s assigned Mediator retrieves the posted request, abstracts the required 

capabilities and constructs a service request. 
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3. The Mediator interacts with various ProvBrokers (including the Arbitrator, the 

Broadcaster and the Anonymizer) and consequently (acts as a manager) issues a 

call-for-proposals (CFP) to those ProvBrokers (act as potential contractors) 

informing them of the Alice’s request specifications (note that Alice’s identity is 

anonymous to each participant including its own supporting Mediator). 

4. Note that for the E-VirtualDiagnosis and FutureDocAssistant Companies, the 

request is dispatched into a dedicated storage repository by their relevant 

ProvBroker (the Broadcaster and the Anonymizer). Every company (through its 

representing agent) determines the evaluation parameters (such as information 

quality, expiration time, and cost) and accordingly submits a bid along with the 

offer parameters to the relevant brokering agent. The Virtue-Info-Medic agent 

sends bids directly to the Arbitrator, while the E-VirtualDiagnosis and 

FutureDocAssistant corresponding agents store their bids into a special repository. 

It is to be noted that the Arbitrator might locate the applicable provider that 

fulfills the service request and hence focusing the request. 

5. The Mediator receives those bids the Arbitrator, the Broadcaster and the 

Anonymizer, carries on the evaluation process and accordingly determines the 

most bid (or bids) that fulfill Alice’s request. Assume that the winning provider is 

the FutureDocAssistant, therefore the Mediator sends an acceptance message to 

the Anonymizer, and in the mean time sends a rejection message to both the 

Arbitrator, the Broadcaster agents. 

6. The Anonymizer informs the FutureDocAssistant agent about the acceptance of 

its offer by storing an acceptance message into the service repository.  

7.  Once the request is fulfilled, the FutureDocAssistant agent stores the result 

(required medical information) into service’s result repository to be retrieved by 

the Anonymizer.   

8. Upon retrieving the service’s result, the Anonymizer stores a receipt 

acknowledgment informing the FutureDocAssistant agent about the receipt of the 

result and consequently delivers it back to the Mediator. 

9. The Mediator stores the result into the result repository for which Alice will be 

able to retrieve it without having to reveal its own identity. 
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4.8.1. Implementation 

A prototype of the proposed system has been implemented to support and provide 

information-gathering capabilities to different participants in healthcare environments 

where the accessibility of private information is a desirable feature to various categories 

of the healthcare personnel, patients, and clinicians.  

 

Figure 40:  Information Brokering for Healthcare CDS 

As shown in Figure 40, three databases represent various medical data for three 

distributed locations, each being managed by a dedicated agent that can play both roles of 

an information requester as well as a provider. A web interface is available for healthcare 

participants to select their desired privacy degree along with any capability they might 

posses (medical data, patient’s diagnosis and treatment reports, Pharmaceutical data 

reports, etc.). Based on the privacy degree required by both the requester an information 

provider, dedicated brokering agents handle the interaction according to the relevant 

interaction protocols associated to the selected privacy degrees. 

The implementation utilizes Java Web Services Development Pack (JWSDP) [42]and the 

JADE platform [41], which is a software framework to develop agent applications in 

compliance with the FIPA specifications for multi-agent systems. JADE supports a 
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distributed environment of agent containers. They provide a run-time environment that is 

optimized to allow several agents to execute concurrently.  

As described above, the architecture of agents is based on the CIR-Agent model as 

described in the following subsections. The role of the ReqBroker agents is to formulate 

the service request, sends it out to all ProvBroker agents and collects the service 

proposals (bids). At the end of the bidding-time, it evaluates the bids, determines the 

winner bidder-agent and notifies both the ProvBrokers of the outcome. As described 

before, the ReqBroker is a collection of knowledge and capabilities components. The 

knowledge component includes the agent’s self-model, model of other agents, and the 

local history. The main capabilities of the CIR-ReqBroker agent include communication, 

reasoning and domain actions components.  

The ReqBroker’s problem-solver component contains a set of Jade behavior classes 

(simpleBehaviors and cyclicBehaviors) that represent the ReqBroker’s specific tasks, 

agent’s platform tasks such as registration with the directory facilitator (DF) service and 

to handle the incoming messages from both the requester and the ProvBrokers. The cyclic 

behavior class equips the ReqBroker agent with ability to check for service requests that 

have been stored by requesters hiding their privacy attributes.   

The communication component is implemented as a set of classes that inherit the 

jade.Core.Agent and jade.lang.acl.ACLMessage existing classes of the jade platform. 

These classes provide means to construct, send and receive messages via several FIPA 

performatives such as REQUEST, INFORM, INFORM-DONE, QUERY-IF, etc. The 

communication component is equipped with an incoming message inbox, and message 

polling that can be both blocking and non-blocking, with an optional timeout.  

The messages exchanged in the interaction protocols are implemented as per the structure 

defined as FIPA ACL Messages specifications [24]. Each message contains a set of one 

or more message elements. The elements vary according to the brokering scenario; the 

only element that is mandatory in all ACL messages is the performative, although most 

of the ACL messages will also contain a sender, receiver and content elements. For 

example in case of an entity of a hidden identity, the sender or a receiver element is not 

defined. The communication component utilizes the Jade class ACLMessage which 
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implements an ACL message compliant to the FIPA ACL Message Structure 

Specification. Agents are able to get contents and set the content of a particular message 

by overriding the methods setContent and getContent.  

As shown in Figure 41, the coordination component contains the Interaction-Assignment 

class that extends a JADE behavior class namely the FipaContractNetBehaviour. The 

Initiator class allows the ReqBroker/ProvBroker to play the role of the initiator of the 

protocol (Note that from the provider viewpoint, a ProvBroker is considered the initiator 

of the protocol) and implements the three methods that are called by 

FipaContractNetInitiatorBehaviour:  

 createCfpContent, this method is called upon receiving or retrieving a service request. 

The method formulates the announcement of the required service and return the 

(“CFP”) message content (contains conditions or constraints) to be sent to all the 

receivers (ProvBrokers).   

 handleProposeMessages, to evaluate all the received proposals (“Propose”) from the 

ProvBrokers and to return a vector of ACLMessage objects to be sent to the 

ProvBrokers in response to the proposals. By overriding this method, the ReqBroker 

will be able to evaluate received proposals and accordingly accept or reject service 

proposals. This method sends an acceptance message {“Accept-Proposal”) to the 

wining bidder and a rejection message {“Reject-Proposal”) to the non-winning bidders.  

 handleAllResponses, to handle all received service results (“Inform”) that are sent by 

the ProvBroker or by the service providers. A return message (“Inform-Done”) is sent 

back to the sender acknowledging the receipt of the service’s result. 

 handleRefuse, this method allows the initiator to handle messages related to a decline 

message (“Refuse”) for a specific service request.    
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Figure 41:  The Interaction Component (Assignment Device) 

The coordination component of the ProvBroker (acting as a responder) contains the 

Responder class that extends the FIPA-compliant class 

FipaContarctNetResponderBehavior.  This abstract behavior implements the interaction 

protocol from the point of view of a responder to a call for proposal (CFP) message. The 

class Implements the following methods:  

 prepareResponses, the method returns an ACL message to be sent to the initiator in 

response to the CFP message which might have the content of Propose or Refuse. If 

null is returned, then the CFP is ignored and the behavior is reset and starts again 

waiting for CFP messages form ReqBrokers.  

 handleAcceptProposalMessage, to evaluate the received (“Accept-Proposal”) to be 

returned to the responder. Upon the invocation of this method, the responder is able to 

return the service’s result (“Inform”).  

 handleRejectProposalMessage, allows the responder to handle messages related to a 

rejection of a particular service proposal (“Reject-Proposal”). After this method, the 

protocol is reset and it restarts again.  
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Additionally, in the contracting protocol, error messages (received messages that have 

other performatives) are handled through handleOtherMessages method. 

4.9. Summary 

Brokering services provide transparent access to a collection of distributed entities in a 

given domain. Transparency means that these entities need not to be concerned with any 

details regarding requesting or providing services in an open dynamic environment. 

Following the limitations inherent in using existing technologies such as object-oriented 

to model the interaction, the use of agent technology is the foundation of the proposed 

architecture. The chapter described a detailed design of an agent privacy-based brokering 

architecture that allows different domain entities to solicit help and select an appropriate 

privacy degree suitable to their concern. Each privacy degree is modeled and designed as 

an agent with specific architecture and a relevant interaction pattern. As proof of concept, 

the chapter illustrated a prototype of the proposed architecture to support information 

gathering in distributed cooperative healthcare systems. 
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Chapter 5  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The aim of the research presented in this dissertation is to define a generic brokering 

architecture that enables cooperation under a desired level of privacy protection in CDS. 

The work presents in depth analysis of the capability-based brokering with the ability to 

support different degrees of privacy and accordingly proposes various interaction 

protocols and the suitable mechanisms of the coordinated control. In this thesis we 

introduced a suitable structure for formalizing and representing the privacy-based 

interaction protocols. Furthermore, these protocols are analyzed and consequently we 

provide a detailed design and implementation guidelines for a privacy-based brokering 

model in CDS environments. This chapter reviews the main contribution of this work, 

outlines some of its limitations, and suggests future research directions. 

5.1. Summary of Contributions 

The main objective of the research presented in this dissertation has been directed to 

provide a fundamental understanding of the capability-based coordination in CDS with a 

special focus on privacy. In this thesis, we have proposed an agent-based brokering 

framework that provides seamlessly coordination solutions and presents additional 

privacy opportunities to various participants within cooperative distributed systems. The 

proposed multi-layer architecture minimizes the complexity encountered in direct-

interaction architectures (where interactions between agents often utilize more complex 

processes for encompassing a series of message exchanges and forming a single point of 

failure) and makes it less vulnerable to failure. The following summarizes the main 

contributions: 
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5.1.1. Brokering Model and Architecture 

The brokering is viewed as a capability-based coordination solution in cooperative 

distributed systems.  Architecturally, the proposed model is viewed as a layer of services 

where different roles can be played by the various entities (requestors, brokers and 

providers). The brokering role into several sub-roles based on the attributes designated to 

describe the desired privacy degree of both the service provider and the service requestor. 

Each role is modeled as an agent with a specific architecture and an interaction protocol 

that is appropriate to support a required privacy degree. 

Within the layer two sets of brokering entities are available to service requesters and 

providers. The first set handles interactions with requestors according to the desired 

privacy degree that is appropriate to their preferences, while the other set supports 

privacy degrees required by service providers. A brokering pattern is realized by the 

different roles played by the domain entities and their corresponding brokering agent. A 

complete brokering scenario is accomplished by performing different levels of interaction 

namely: (1) Requester-to-Broker Interaction, (2) Broker-to-Broker Interaction and (3) 

Broker-to-Provider Interaction. Different combinations within the layer can take place to 

support the Inter-Brokering interactions. The proposed layered-architecture provides an 

appropriate separation of responsibilities, allowing developers and programmers to focus 

on modeling solutions and solving their particular application’s problems in a manner and 

semantics most suitable to the local perspective.  

Another important innovative aspect of the model is that it treats the privacy as a design 

issue that has to be taken into consideration in developing brokering services for 

cooperative distributed systems. 

By utilizing the Agent-Oriented paradigm, the privacy-based brokering is modelled at a 

high level of abstraction, in which the distributed environment is viewed collectively as a 

coherent universe of interacting and collaborative agents and consequently provides high 

degree of decentralization of capabilities, which is the key to system scalability and 

extensibility. 
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5.1.2. Interaction Protocols 

In this work, we have defined the generic architecture of the privacy-based interaction 

protocols in CDS environments, i.e. the basic components and the associated set of 

communication between involved entities. The various proposed interaction protocols 

allow requesters and providers to select the privacy degree that is appropriate to their 

concerns and desires. The interaction protocols can be viewed as reusable software 

components to design privacy-based interactions in open distributed environments. The 

developed interaction protocols define generic privacy architecture of the agents’ 

interaction, express many fundamental and essential characteristics of an agent’s 

interaction components, and provide a suitable structure for formalizing agents’ 

interaction, which is an important characteristic in building correct privacy-based 

brokering specifications.  

5.1.3. Privacy 

Within the context of brokering, we model privacy in terms of the ability of CDS entities 

to reveal or hide its information related to the identities, requests and and/or capabilities. 

Each privacy degree is supported by a dedicated brokering entity (agent) with a specific 

architecture and interaction protocol. Requesters and providers are able to conceal their 

privacy concerns from the whole environment including the brokering layer itself. 

The brokering layer incorporates a means of virtual pseudonymity (protecting identities) 

and anonymity techniques (hiding the goals and capabilities) since the brokering agents 

within the layer act as proxies to both service requestors and providers. Clearly, in every 

protocol, the interactions within the layer are constrained to sending service requests and 

receiving service offerings and results without having to reveal who is actually requesting 

or providing the service.  

5.1.4. Formulation and Description 

The work presented a suitable structure for formalizing the agent interactions, which is an 

important characteristic for building correct privacy based interaction protocols. This 

architecture, which expresses many fundamental and essential characteristics of agent 

interaction, can be reused to develop different protocols.  
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The interaction protocols are described in terms of a combination of the different 

interactions within the brokering layer and the possible interactions with the domain 

entities. Each protocol is captured and modeled using the Input/Output Automata (IOA) 

which depicts the entities’ behavior in any privacy-based brokering scenario. To provide 

a deep understanding and formal treatments of these protocols, we have also applied the 

object oriented paradigm to model and represent the various protocols using UML 

interaction diagrams (sequence diagrams). With in depth analysis, we have shown that 

the privacy-based protocols depicted by the sequence diagrams represent a set of patterns 

that can be abstracted and formalized at a high level of abstraction. 

5.1.5. The Use of the Architecture in Application Domains 

The feasibility of the proposed agent-based model has been demonstrated by applying it 

to a vital application domain. For example, in the healthcare domain, the increasing 

demand and dependency on information in healthcare organizations has brought the 

issues of privacy to every aspect of the healthcare environment. It is expected that 

medical data such as genome information, medical records, and other critical personal 

information must be respected and treated with caution. However, users still prefer to 

have the ability to control the distribution of personal information in such a way that 

guarantees the accessibility of the right information from the appropriate source 

whenever required. The high degree of collaborative work needed in healthcare 

environments implies that developers and researchers should think of other venues that 

can manage and automate this complex collaboration efficiently.   

Nevertheless, privacy concerns over the inappropriate use of the information make it hard 

to successfully exploit the advantages of sharing such information. This restricts the 

willingness of healthcare individuals and personnel to disseminate or publicize 

information that might lead to adverse outcomes. Within this context, a healthcare 

environment is modeled as a cooperative distributed system, in which entities are able to 

exercise some degree of authority in sharing information about their identities, 

preferences and capabilities. The privacy model is very desirable in different healthcare 

sectors where it can efficiently govern different types of health data such as genetic, HIV, 

mental health and pharmacy records from being distributed or abused.  
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5.2. Limitations 

The work presented in this dissertation attempts to investigate, analyze and address issues 

related to enable cooperation under a desired level of privacy protection in open 

distributed cooperative systems. Consequently, a few assumptions and restrictions have 

been introduced during the course of this analysis as useful simplifications. This section 

discusses the limitations of the research effort. 

Some of the proposed protocols assume that the involved brokering entity behaves in a 

trustworthy manner in terms of guaranteeing the desired privacy degree and has no 

incentive or intention in violating any revealed privacy attribute during a given brokering 

scenario. However, there is an obvious need for the different participants to use an 

appropriate trust model to analyze and asses the risks of revealing their privacy attributes 

to the relevant brokering entity.   

Regardless of how many service requests are already received by a brokering entity, a 

new request can be accepted. However, the model assumes that a brokering 

entity responds and fulfills a single request at a time. In some protocols, the brokering 

entities are a communication bottleneck (since all request and replies need to go through 

the brokering entity).  

In every interaction, agents are assumed to not violate their commitments. The main 

reason behind this assumption is to avoid “commitments revision” that has no direct 

relation or bearing on the interdependency problem. However; this issue will inevitably 

arise in environments that are unreliable i.e. where the violation of commitments goes 

beyond the agents’ capabilities. 

5.3. Directions for Future Research 

A crucial element in addressing privacy concerns is the level of trust between domain 

entities and the brokering layer. In security, trust relates much to the degree of confidence 

that an entity has in the ability of other entity to conform to any selected privacy 

requirements. Entities should be able to generate a quantified trust measure about the 

brokering layer. Therefore, mapping privacy to trust would provide a mechanism for 

different participants to determine the relevant privacy degrees. In other words, 
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requesters and service providers would be able to generate trust relationships with the 

brokering layer prior to any interaction.  

To deal with the heterogeneity characteristic of the CDS, the brokering shall have the 

ability to process requests and description of capabilities by utilizing a formal, adequate 

and expressiveness representation. In general, the brokering entities have to dynamically 

understand, respectively interpret service requests and accordingly determine which of 

the services capabilities are most appropriate to fulfill a given request. The representation 

shall be rich enough to formulate and describe the privacy concerns, the permissions, 

rules, and allowed data flows in legislative manner.  

Locating relevant services presumes that its capabilities can be named at any instant; this 

implies the utilization of registration and naming services. However, one direction is to 

consider the scalability of the proposed brokering model in which brokering entities are 

to be able to cross register services’ capabilities from one society to another.  

The choice of matching mechanism depends on the structure and semantics of the 

descriptions to be matched as well as the desired privacy level. One of the important 

directions for future work is to expand the proposed model to include the capability of 

semantic brokering, by introducing new functionality in the layer to resolve common 

types of structural and semantic heterogeneity. We believe that it will be necessary to 

support multiple, independently created and managed ontologies that capture the 

terminologies of different and sometimes overlapping domains. This requires some 

ontological services when dealing with processing request/services that provide 

functionalities such as: managing domain ontologies that capture standardized 

terminologies, defining the ontological relationships between terms across different 

ontologies and the mapping of one request expressed in a particular ontology into another 

request using terms from another related ontology.  

Besides the proof that the system implementation corresponds to the privacy model, we 

would like to focus on the formal analysis of the soundness and correctness of the 

proposed interaction protocols and show that the model enforces the stated privacy 

degrees. One step in the formal system verification is to prove that the specification 

conforms to functions, invariants and constraints of the model. One of the proposed 
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directions is to use is the TLC tool [92], which is a model checker for specifications 

written in Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [52].  
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